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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Located in Austin, Texas fifteen blocks west of the Texas State Capital building, 

the Clarksville National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) Historic District is a discrete 

neighborhood that is comprised of a grouping of late 19* century through early 21^' 

century single- and multiple-family residences. The district, a former freedman's colony 

established in 1871, was listed in the NRHP in 1976 due to the architectural significance 

of its buildings and its significance within the context of African-American residential 

development in Austin. Also, because the neighborhood was one of the last remaining 

fi-eedman's towns west of the Mississippi River, it was deemed significant on a national 

level in the area of African-American History. 

When originally founded, Clarksville was an isolated rural settlement that was 

located outside the city's boundaries. The settlement's residents, due to their status as 

recently freed slaves and the neighborhood's isolated location, erected "modest" wood-

fi-ame and board-and-batten vernacular dwellings using materials that were materials 

locally available. As Austin's boundaries expanded in the early 20* century to include 

the settlement and the area surrounding the Clarksville was developed for middle- and 

upper-middle class Anglo residential uses, the neighborhood entered into a struggle to 

resist such pressures and remain a viable community for its primarily working-class 

residents. Although throughout much of the 20* century the neighborhood managed to 

remain a low-income community, it had, by the turn of the 2 l" century, evolved into a 

middle- to upper-middle income area. In the process of this evolution, much of its historic 



architecture has been either demolished or altered. In the place of these demolished 

buildings, many of the neighborhood's new middle-class residents have erected homes 

that purported to complement the neighborhood's unique history and extant historic 

housing stock. However, as a result of these and other changes associated with the 

neighborhood's shifting demographic, Clarksville's historic built and natural environment 

have been irrevocably altered, and the most essential element of any community, its 

indigenous residents, displaced. It is this demographic shift or process of gentrifieation 

within the Clarksville NRHP Historic District and the manner in which this process has 

affected the neighborhood's built environment that the current study seeks to trace. 

Research Methods 

In order to provide an understanding of the historic significance of the 

neighborhood as well as the historic roots of the process of gentrifieation within the 

neighborhood, the study commences with a detailed historic context. Sources consulted 

include secondary resources held at the Austin History Center. The study then proceeds 

with a narrative description of the various extant historic domestic plan-types and 

associated architectural styles within the neighborhood. Following the property type 

definition is an in depth discussion of the process of gentrifieation within the 

neighborhood, starting with a general definition of gentrifieation and a discussion of 

some of the predominant theoretical frameworks that seek to explain the causes of 

gentrifieation. Then, using indicators such as property tax assessments, census block 

data, and employment status of the neighborhood's residents, the study seeks to 



demonstrate that Clarksville has indeed, beginning in the mid-to-late 1970s, shifted from 

primarily low-income to high-income residential uses. These indicators were used rather 

than census tract data because the neighborhood is situated within the same tract as some 

of Austin's most wealthy neighborhoods, a factor that dilutes the demographic 

information this indicator provides. This discussion also provides an analysis of some of 

the socio-economic forces that drove the process within the neighborhood. Lastly, the 

study focuses on the manner in which the new incoming gentrifiers have reshaped the 

neighborhood's built environment. Specifically, it discusses the common aesthetic 

architectural themes that have emerged within the neighborhood through the erection of 

new homes. It also looks at some of the most common alterations of historic homes 

within the neighborhood. It is through this integrated qualitative/quantitative approach 

that the current study strives to provide an analysis of the process of gentrifieation as 

manifested in the architecture of the Clarksville NRHP Historic District. 



CHAPTER II 

HISTORIC CONTEXT 

Clarksville. 1834-1900 

Early Landowners 

Prior the founding of the Republic of Texas, the earliest documented owner of 

property within the boundaries of the Clarksville NRHP Historic District was Thomas 

Jefferson Chambers. The State of Coahula and Texas, in 1834, granted Chambers a large 

plat of land as payment for his acceptance of the office of superior judge of the superior 

judicial court of Texas. This plat of land granted to Chambers, then known as the 

"Chambers Eight League Grant," included "eight sitos on the eastern margin of the 

Colorado River at the foot of the mountains beginning at the mouth of the creek that enters 

just above the second falls...." (Barentine, 1984:xiv). The boundaries of Chambers' land 

grant encompassed not only the area that is currently known as Clarksville, but also much 

of the acreage that was encompassed by Austin's original town boundaries (Figure 2.1). 

Although Chambers was granted ownership of the land in 1834, due to a record keeping 

oversight, the title was not recorded into General Land Office Records until 1840. 

Because of this oversight, George West Spear, an early Texas settler, on February 3, 1838 

acquired a headright grant of "one league" or approximately 4444 acres of land within the 

Chambers Eight-League Grant (Bametine, 1984). It is within this one league of land that 

the Clarksville community was ultimately established. Over the next thirty years, as the 

George West Spear headright was subdivided and sold, disputes over land ownership 



between the heirs of Thomas Jefferson Chambers and those who purchased land from the 

Spears headright were argued in court. In 1869, a Deed of Compromise Partition and 

Release was rendered that clearly defined the owners of a small tract of land 

-approximately 252 aeres-within the disputed George West Spear headright (Barentine, 

1984). With the title this particular plat of land cleared, Clara Maas acquired blocks nine, 

ten, thirteen, and fourteen on June 22, 1870, and one time Austin mayor N.G. Shelly 

acquired block fifteen on July 7, 1870. The area currently known as the Clarksville NRHP 

Historic District (Figure 2.2) is composed of Shelly's block fifteen and Clara Maas' blocks 

thirteen and fourteen (Barentine, 1984). 

The first recorded subdivision of land within the current Clarksville NRHP 

Historic District boundaries occurred on August 11, 1871. On this date, N.G. Shelly sold 

a portion of his block fifteen-approximately two acres -to freedman Charles Griffin for a 

sum of $100. Griffin's property was situated in the southwest comer of lot fifteen, and 

included the lots currently addressed as 1616, 1620, 1622, and 1624 West 10* Sfreet. 

(Barentine, 1984) Sometime after Charles Griffin acquired his land, he shed his slave 

surname and adopted the last name Clark. Clark envisioned the community he founded, 

which was eventually to be known as Clarksville, as a place where "his people can be 

together" (Hennenberger, 1976:6). More than a year after the Griffin purchase, on 

November 15, 1872, Clara Maas sold the second lot of land within the current historic 

distiict's boundary to freedman Edward (Edmund) Smith for $200. The parcel Smith 

purchased included the lots currently addressed as 1712 and 1706 West 11* Street 

(Barentine, 1984). In addition to the Clark and Smith purchases, more than seventeen 



African-American freedmen and freedwomen, by 1900, had acquired land within the 

current historic district boundaries. 

Clarksville's Early Development 

By the early 1880s, the eastern, northern, and southern boundaries of Clarksville 

had been well defined by distinct physical and social barriers. The community's western 

boundary, however, was much less rigidly delineated. The Elijas M. Pease plantation 

rock wall (now Waterston Sfreet) formed the community's northern border. The high 

rock wall was located along the rear southeastern edge of the then Governor of Texas 

E.M. Pease's plantation, known as Woodlawn. This tract of land, which Pease purchased 

in 1859, encompassed nearly 320 acres directly north and northwest of the current district 

boundaries (Barentine, 1984). The estate extended north/northwest from West 12* Street 

to West 24* Sfreet and east/west from Shoal Creek to the Colorado River (Figure 2.3). 

Clarksville's earliest formal eastern boundary was, and still remains West Lynn 

Street. This street formed a rigid boundary, according to early Clarksville settler Mary 

Freeman who, upon her attempts to purchase land from N.G. Shelly east of West Lyim 

Street, found that "he said no...they had it in the courthouse not to sell to colored"' 

(Nelson, 1971:59). This assertion is supported by Ben May, the son of early setter Elijas 

Mayes, who stated that the western side of West Lynn was restricted to blacks only while 

the east was restiieted to whites only (Nelson, 1971). 

' In this statement, Mary Freeman is referring to a racial restriction that was written in the deed of Shelly's land holdings 
that forbade the sale of any of this land to African-Americans. 



Clarksville's southern boundary was formed by West 10* Street and further 

emphasized by the Old Confederate Veterans home, which was located at 1600 West 6* 

Sfreet. The United Daughters of the Confederacy established this institution in 1886 as 

home for "disabled and indigent Confederate veterans" (New Handbook of Texas, 1996: 

265). The grounds of the home were composed of a complex of nearly 20 buildings and 

stiTictures that were sitiiated on a 26-acre fract of land that backed onto the current 1700 

block ofWest 10* Sfreet. 

Clarksville's western boundary, currently formed by the MoPae Expressway 

(Texas Highway 1) frontage road, was less well-defined than its northern, eastern, and 

western boundaries. Travis County records indicate that freedmen purchased parcels of 

land west of the current district boundaries as early as the 1870s. One of the most active 

vendors of land west of the current western boundaries was Elijas M. Pease. As 

previously stated. Pease owned a large tract of land directly north and northwest of 

Clarksville. Local folklore incorrectly recounts that Pease gave the first parcels of land 

within the current Clarksville boundaries to ex-slaves who previously worked for his 

family at the Woodlawn plantation. Although this statement is incorrect because Pease 

never owned land within the current historic district boundaries, he did sell land to 

several freedmen west of the current boundaries. For example, Travis County records 

indicate that Pease sold a plat of land directiy west of the current district boundaries to 

freedman Robert Johnson in 1873 (Barentine, 1984). Three years later, on March 25, 

1876, Pease sold a second plat of land southeast of the boundaries of the Clarksville 

NRHP Historic District to freedman John Hughes (Barentine, 1984). These transactions 



and others like them verify that the western boundary of this freedmen community 

sfretched well west of the current district boundaries, despite the extension of the 

International-Great Northern (IGN)/ Missouri Pacific (MoPae) railroad tracks, a distinct 

physical barrier, through this enclave in 1876. This statement is further supported by Ben 

May, the son of an early Clarksville settler, who stated in an 1976 interview, that 

Clarksville's western boundary went "west for a few miles on the other side of the 

Missouri-Pacific lines. But as things began to develop, our people began to sell out in 

that neighborhood and come over, and we were finally all located east of the MoPae 

lines" (Nelson, 1984:48). 

The "earliest aceoimts" of Clarksville portray the enclave as an isolated 

"eedarbrake" or rural "wilderness broken only by the Missouri Pacific tracks and an 

occasional dirt road" (University of Texas School of Architecture, 1975:3). At the time 

Clarksville was founded it was located within a largely undeveloped low-lying parcel of 

land directiy west of the city limits. As the community developed and Clarksville was 

incorporated into Austin's city limits, only two major thoroughfares 

-West 10* and West 12* Streets-were extended past Blanco Street to connect 

Clarksville with the rest of the city. West 12* Street between Blanco and the IGN 

raihoad tracks was, at that time "little more than a county road grown up in brush and 

weeds" while West 10* Street between Blanco was described as a dirt road in fair 

condition until it met with West Lynn. West 10* Street between West Lynn and the 

railroad track was "in very bad condition...and grown up with brush and weeds" (Maire, 

1900:1). Because of this relative isolation, community members were forced to produce 



their own foods through light subsistence farming. Vegetables such as black-eye peas, 

com, and cabbage were grown and kept stored underground (University of Texas School 

of Architecture, 1969). A number of Clarksville residents owned a milk cow for dairy 

products, and hogs and chickens for meat. Some also shot rabbits and squirrels from 

their front porches (Mears, 2001). Drinking water was gathered from "rain catching 

barrels," cistems, or hauled up from the Colorado River in wood barrels (University of 

Texas School of Architecture, 1969:11). Land use within the neighborhood was 

primarily residential with, as previously stated, some light agricultural uses. Single-story, 

single-family residences on large rural lots predominated. Vacant lots dotted the 

neighborhood. In certain instances, residents co-opted these lots and used them as public 

spaces. Such was the ease of early resident Seymour Washington's "tot lot" or 

playground that he established for neighborhood children in an empty lot he owned. 

Commercial enterprises of a mral nature, such as dairies, and agricultural fields were 

situated directly outside of the neighborhood's boundaries. 

As first-generation freed slaves, many early Clarksville residents had been denied 

access to a good education and thus were forced to work relatively low-paying, unskilled 

jobs to provide for themselves and their families. A number of early Clarksville settiers 

worked at the nearby Pease Estate or at the Confederate Veterans Home. Some picked 

cotton or com at nearby farms or worked as hired hands at one of several nearby dairies. 

Still others served as domestics and/or took in laundry for households in the upper-

middle class white neighborhoods springing up north and east of Clarksville. Those with 

access to transportation worked at various blue-collar jobs around Austin or nearby 



towns. For example, Clarksville resident Reason Bryant worked at the Round Rock 

Quarry (University of Texas School of Architecture, 1969). Essex Carrington, another 

early settler, worked on the Negro staff at a private fire department called the Washington 

Hose Company (University of Texas School of Architecture, 1969). One of the 

community's most prominent residents was Elijas (Elias) Mayes. Mayes, who moved his 

family to the community sometime in the mid-1870s, served in the sixteenth and twenty-

first legislatures of the Texas House of Representatives (Hennenberger, 1975). 

Nearly twenty years after it was founded, Clarksville had a population of almost 

500 (Kraus, 1973). Two of the clearest indicators of a viable community, a church and 

school, by this time had been fully established. The community organized the Sweethome 

Baptist congregation in 1876 and held its first services at the home of Smith home, 

located at 1703 Waterson Sfreet. In 1882, the community purchased a parcel of land and 

constructed a sanctuary soon thereafter. The congregation purchased this parcel of land, 

currently addressed as 1727 West 11* Street, from Max and Clara Maas for $50. The 

congregation named the church "Sweethome," as a testament to the sense of 

connectedness Clarksville residents felt to their community (University of Texas School 

of Architecture, 1969:5). Although this original sanctuary is no longer extant, the 

congregation remains intact and worships at the current Sweethome Baptist Church 

sanetiiary, located at 1727 W. 11* Street. 

The first school established within the Clarksville neighborhood was founded 

sometime in the 1880s by the wife of Elijas Mayes in their home at West 10* Street. The 

school was a "pay school," meaning the parents of the children who attended classes paid 

10 



a nominal monthly fee for teachers' salaries (Hennenberger, 1976). Later, in 1891, 

classes were held at the community's church. In addition to the smaller privately funded 

"pay schools " Clarksville children, by 1881, had the option to attend classes at the 

publicly fimded West Austin Elementary School. The City of Austin's Board of 

Education established the school in the Metropolitan A.M.E. Church, which was sitiiated 

on a lot at the southeast comer of West 9* and San Antonio Streets near the current 

Woolridge Park (Brewer, 1940). By 1896, the school board moved the school from the 

church and reestablished it within a sehoolhouse at the southwest comer of West 5* 

Sfreet and West Avenue (Mears, 2001). This elementary school, along with a second 

elementary school the Austin School board established in 1881 within the Wheatville 

neighborhood, were the only public elementary schools for black children that were 

located in west Austin. 

Opportunities for Clarksville's children to gain an education beyond elementary 

school were virtually non-existent until 1881, when Tillotson College was established in 

a location directly east of the Austin city limits. Although this institution was a college in 

the traditional sense, it did offer high school-level college prep courses (Brewer, 1940). 

It was not until 1889 that the Austin School Board established the city's first high school 

for African-American children. The school was situated in a black community directly 

east of Austin's city limits, within the same four-room sehoolhouse that the Robertson 

Hill Elementary School had occupied since 1881 (Brewer, 1940). Because these post-

elementary schools were located several miles from Clarksville and transportation was 

11 



limited, its middle school age and high school-age children, during this period, had 

limited access to such opportunities. 

Clarksville and the Beginnings of the Jim Crow Era. 1880s-1910s 

End of the Reconstruction Era and the Beginning 
of Residential Segregation in Austin 

From the beginning of the Reeonstmction Era through the last decade of the 19th 

century, the majority of Austin's neighborhoods displayed a distinctly tri-ethnie 

residential pattem, with whites, blacks, and Hispanies living in almost all of the city's six 

residential wards (Manaster, 1986). By the tum of the century, this pattem started to 

dramatically shift as the system of Jim Crow -the "de jure" and "de facto" segregation or 

separation of black and non-black racial groups- began to gain legal sanction and social 

acceptance amongst Austin's white majority (McDonald, 1993:254). In Austin, Jim 

Crow fueled residential segregation to the extent that, by 1910, the majority of the city's 

white population lived West of East Avenue, now Interstate Highway (IH)-35, while the 

majority of its Black and Hispanic residents were living on the east of East Avenue. A 

smaller number of Blacks lived in "restricted" enclaves in West Austin such as 

Clarksville and Wheatville and in south Austin such as Burdett's Prairie. Although de 

facto Jim Crow segregation -segregation imposed by social custom and practices- had 

existed throughout the Reconstruction era in Austin, it did not serve to systematically 

prevent African Americans from achieving great economic, social, and political gains nor 

did it completely impair their residential mobility. However, by the eariy 1900s de facto 

12 



Jim Crow practices, such as racial deed and rent restrictions and de jure Jim Crow 

segregation -segregation or separation of black and non-black races imposed by law-did 

succeed in creating a distinct color line in Austin's residential neighborhoods. 

Texas saw its first de jure Jim Crow legislation in 1889 when it became the fourth 

state in the United States to pass a state law requiring separate accommodations for 

blacks and whites on railroad cars. In 1896, the US Supreme Court upheld the legality of 

Jim Crow legislation based upon the "separate but equal" principal (McDonald, 1993). 

The Austin City Council, in 1906, followed this landmark legislation by enacting its first 

Jim Crow legislation when it passed a local ordinance that required streetcars to provide 

separate compartments for "Whites" and "Negroes" (City of Austin, 1908). According to 

this legislation, compartments for blacks and whites must be separate but "shall be equal 

in all points of comfort and convenience" (City of Austin, 1908:105). A year later the 

state of Texas followed this legislation by enacting a law that required separate public 

schools and separate facilities in urban sfreetears be provided for blacks and whites. 

The de facto Jim Crow practices that had the most profoimd effect on residential 

segregation pattems in Austin in the years following the end of the Reeonstmction Era 

were rental and deed restrictions and restrictive covenants based upon race. Restrictive 

covenants were agreements in which white homeowners within a single neighborhood or 

subdivision pledged not to sell their residences to Blacks and sometimes Hispanies 

(McDonald, 1993). Rental restrictions were used by landlords to prevent minorities from 

leasing homes or apartments within predominantiy white neighborhoods in central, west, 

and south Austin. When eonstraeting middle-class and upper-middle suburban 

13 



subdivisions such as Austin's Hyde Park and Travis Heights, racial deed restrictions were 

used to prevent minorities from purchasing homes. Such restrictions, which were either 

written into an individual property's deed or drafted in a subdivision's neighborhood 

plan, forbade minorities from purchasing property within that specific neighborhood. In 

Austin, these restiictions were upheld by the city council and were thus enforceable by 

law (City of Austin, 1974). A pattem, then, began to emerge as blacks began to find it 

harder to purchase or rent houses outside of East Austin. The pattem of blacks living in 

virtually every neighborhood began to shift as blacks, by the early 1910s, began to 

coneenfrate in neighborhoods east of East Avenue. 

Jim Crow and Its Effect on Clarksville Residents 

In general, Clarksville residents experienced similar psychological, social, and 

economic effects of Jim Crow as all other African Americans living in Austin. However, 

because of Clarksville's unique history and location, it managed to remain relatively 

intact while the majority of other Afiiean Americans who lived in residences situated 

within prime urban neighborhoods in central Austin were pushed into cheaper real estate 

in East Austin. This is because the area within which Clarksville was situated was 

outside the city limits and was largely undeveloped and raral in nature and thus perceived 

to be undesirable. In addition, the neighborhood's soil was rough and rocky and 

therefore difficult to farm. The neighborhood was also perceived undesirable to white 

developers because it was located in a low-lying area that was susceptible to flooding. 

Therefore, the neighborhood itself remained stable, although it was essentially isolated 

14 



within West Austin's largely white population. Additionally, because of the mral nature 

of this area, a number of its white residents such as Niles G. Shelley and Elijas M. Pease 

owned large tracts of farmland and were dependent upon the cheap pool of labor 

provided by black Clarksville residents to work their fields and within their households 

(University of Texas School of Architecture, 1969). For these reasons, the Clarksville 

community was, in the first forty years of its existence, tolerated by its white neighbors. 

Although Jim Crow segregation did not cause the neighborhood to shrink during 

this period, the aforementioned deed and rental restrictions did prevent the borders from 

expanding, especially beyond West Lynn Sfreet and West 10* Street (Nelson, 1971:4). 

An additional factor that contributed to the lack of expansion of Clarksville's borders in 

the first decade of the 20th century was the fact that much of the land bordering 

Clarksville to the west, north, and to a lesser extent east, was composed of large tracts of 

unsubdivided parcels of land that functioned as pastures and fields. A large plat of land 

owned by N.G. Shelley directly east of Clarksville sfretched from West Lynn to Blanco. 

The only residence within this tract was Shelley's house. The Pease holdings, to the north 

and northwest of Clarksville, still remained much as it did when Clarksville was founded. 

A subdivided, interracial neighborhood was directly west of Clarksville, between Deep 

Eddy Sfreet and the IGN railroad tracks. From thence west there were mainly large 

undivided parcels of land with one exclusively white neighborhood. 
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Living Conditions in Clarksville in the 1900-1910s 

By the 1910s Clarksville boasted a population of approximately 500. Austin City 

Directories indicate that the neighborhood, by 1910, had one grocery store, located at 

what was then 1502 West 10* Street. Italian American Joseph Franzetti, who lived in 

domestic quarters at the rear of the building, owned and operated the store. A second 

commercial enterprise that was situated within the neighborhood during this period was 

the Earl Smith Dairy, located at 1512 West 12* Sfreet (Polk, Morrison, and Fourmy, 

1910). Clarksville children still attended elementary school West Austin School, which 

reported a total of 228 students in attendance in 1907. Junior and senior high school age 

children from the neighborhood attended school at Anderson High School, eonstmeted in 

East Austin in 1906 (Brewer, 1940). 

By the first decade of the 20* century, the only public utility that the City of 

Austin made available to Clarksville was water. Although the Confederate Home 

directly south of Clarksville and much of the city had access to the city sewer lines by 

1910, Clarksville and Wheatville, the only remaining African-American neighborhoods 

in West Austin, were denied such access. The lack of sewer lines led to unsanitary 

conditions such as waste in open ditches and flowing into nearby Johnson Creek. These 

unsanitary conditions were further exacerbated by the actions of city garbage men who, 

rather than collecting garbage in Clarksville, dumped frash in a vacant lot located along 

the rear of the Confederate home just south of West 10* Street between Patterson Avenue 

and the north end of the Confederate Home (Maire, 1900). A sanitation survey, 

conducted by the State Board of Heath sometime in the early part of the century, found 
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tiiat "garbage has been dumped here and the place has become a harbor and breeding 

place for rats...." (Maire, 1900:1) 

The Enfield Subdivision and Its Effect on Clarksville 

In 1916, following the death of Elijas Pease, the heirs of his estate, which 

included Pease's daughter Julia, his grandson Niles Graham, and Graham's cousin 

Murray, formed the Enfield Realty and Home Building Company and later that year 

began to subdivide a portion of the 320-acre estate directiy north and northeast of 

Clarksville with the purpose of developing a high-end residential neighborhood. Murray 

and Niles Graham, the two principals of the development company, hired Hugo Kuehne, 

a prominent local architect and professor at University of Texas's School of Architecture, 

to plan and design the addition. The primary selling point of the neighborhood was that it 

offered a suburban setting with all the modem conveniences of living in downtown such 

as paved streets, concrete sidewalks, sewerage, gas, water, and electricity. On average, 

the earliest houses in this addition sold for $5,000. Newspaper ads from this period 

touted Enfield as a "restricted exclusive suburban addition" in which the shoddily built 

dwellings such as "temporary shacks" were not allowed (Austin History Center Enfield 

Vertical Files, "Enfield Addition Austin, Texas"). Although these ads do not specifically 

refer to racial restrictions, the development did include such restrictions in each 

property's deed. As land uses within the areas surrounding Clarksville began to shift and 

the value of this land began to rise, a number of West Austin's Anglo residents began to 

stridently voice eoneems that the presence of the African-American Clarksville 
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community would devalue their land. One of the eariiest public expressions of this 

sentiment was the Clarksville Colored School controversy in 1916. 

The first organized sign of Anglo opposition to the Clarksville community 

occurred in 1916 when a group of white homeowners from the Enfield neighborhood 

banded together in opposition of the planned constmetion of a "Colored" elementary 

school in Clarksville. A year prior to the eonfroversy, the school board voted to set aside 

the Colored West Austin Elementary School, located at the intersection of West Avenue 

and West 5 Sfreet, for the rapidly expanding Mexican-American population in the area. 

Because the largest eoncenfration of blacks in West Austin was the Clarksville 

neighborhood, the Austin School Board reasoned that the new elementary school for 

African-Americans that lived in West Austin be built in the Clarksville neighborhood. 

White West Austin residents opposed the constmetion of the new elementary school in 

the Clarksville because they reasoned that it would encourage blacks to remain in 

Clarksville. They thought it best that the school be built in East Austin, where the 

majority of black Austinites lived and where the black high school was located. In May 

1916, the school board voted to allow for the school's constmetion, which was erected on 

West 11* Street, on the lot that currently functions as the Clarksville Park. A wood-

frame dwelling that had previously occupied the site was remodeled and enlarged to 

include six classrooms at a cost of about $1500 (Austin American Statesman, 1916). 
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1920s Through 1940: Residential Development and the 
Implementation of Full-Seale Residential Segregation 

in Austin and its Effects on Clarksville 

Residential Developments Pressure Clarksville in 1920 and 1930s 

As previously stated, beginning in 1916, land uses in the area directiy north and 

northwest of Clarksville began to shift from agricultural to residential due principally to 

the Enfield Realty and Home Building Company's development of the former Woodlawn 

Plantation into the Enfield residential subdivision. By 1920, nearly 114 homes were 

erected in the upper-middle class neighborhood. Demand for housing within the 

neighborhood was so high that, in 1925, the Enfield Realty and Home Company platted 

and began to sell lots for the Westenfield addition to the Enfield subdivision (Aleom, 

1984). The company's principals realized that one element that factored into the success 

of earlier residential developments in West and East Austin was their location directly 

along the city's streetcar line. Because the city's line did not extend to this portion of 

West Austin, the company sponsored its own bus line. However, the company, realizing 

the increasing role of the automobile as an alternative to public transportation, sought to 

attract young affluent families with automobiles. Also during this period, a neighborhood 

directly south of Clarksville, known as the Westbridge subdivision, was developed as an 

exclusive whites-only neighborhood (Sanborn Fire Insurance Company, 1921,1935). 

By 1930, the City of Austin had erected a road bridge across Shoal Creek that 

linked the West Austin suburban neighborhoods directly to the Capitol complex. The 

constmetion of the bridge proved to be a turning point for the development of the area 

because it made it easier for West Austinites to live away from the older urban core yet 
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within a short drive downtown and the University of Texas campus. Following the 

erection of the bridge, interest in West Austin grew to the extent that the Enfield Realty 

Development Company laid out the Westendfield Addition in 1932 and the Tarrytown 

Addition in 1934 (Figure 2.3), despite the fact that it was the height of the Depression 

(Alcom, 1987). 

As the West Austin neighborhoods grew in number and land use within the area 

shifted from primarily mral and agricultural to residential, public perceptions regarding 

the value of the land changed. The area was no longer thought of as mral and undesirable 

but as suburban and modem and thus desirable. Austinites eager to escape the gritty and 

overcrowded conditions of the older urban core flocked to these new developments, 

causing the value of the land to rise precipitously. As more white residents began to 

purchase homes within the area and the value of the land increased, renewed pressures 

were placed upon Clarksville residents. This pressure is reflected in then resident 

Seymour Washington's statement that "... one of the men that was most interested in 

moving this community to the east side was Mayor Tom Miller...he even asked me, 

Seymour why do you want to live out there and the white people buitt where we are, we 

did not move out there" (Nelson, 1971:16). This statement is telling in that it not only 

indicates that residential constmetion in West Austin threatened Clarksville's existence, 

but that City of Austin government officials had a direct interest in the destmction of the 

neighborhood. One of the most compelling indicators of the of City of Austin's interest 

in undermining the Clarksville neighborhood is its first city plan, which was drafted in 

1927. 
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The 1927 Austin City Plan and Its References to Clarksville 

By 1920, the majority of Austin's African-American community was situated on 

the city's East side along with the majority of its social, academic, and religious 

institutions as well as black-owned businesses. Also, by this point, as city utilities were 

expanded, access was only made available to black communities on the Austin's east 

side. As a consequence, when blacks migrated to Austin, they tended to congregate on 

the east side in order to take advantage of these amenities rather than settling in the 

smaller black neighborhood in West Austin. As blacks began to congregate on the 

Austin's East side, they displaced a number of East Austin's white residents, which 

resulted in a great deal of animosity and paranoia in Austin's white community. The 

paranoia stemmed from the fear that property values would plummet as soon as blacks 

began to move into a white neighborhood. In 1915, Harry L. Hanes, a white local 

politician and one time East Austin homeowner lamented that'.. .1 was frozen out and my 

former home is occupied by Negroes...what happened in East Austin will happen to West 

Austin once the Negroes get a foothold here. The white people have been driven out (of 

East Austin)... This is one of the prettiest sections of the city. Why should we give it up to 

the Negroes?' (McDonald, 1993:226). In response to this commonly held sentiment, the 

Austin City Planning Commission, in 1927, instituted a number of measures meant to 

protect its West Austin homeowners from this perceived threat. 

In Febmary 1927, the 40th Texas State Legislature passed a bill, drafted by 

Senator Thomas Love of Dallas that provided to each city in Texas the power to draft its 

own ordinances that would 'foster the separation of the white and Negro resident 
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communities in the interest of peace, safety, and welfare (McDonald, 1994:235). The 

Texas Court of Appeals subsequently overtumed this bill when the City of Dallas 

attempted to draft an ordinance that would not allow more than one racial group to occupy 

a city block. In order to circumvent this mling, the Austin City Planning Commission 

proposed that the areas of the city that displayed a distinct concentration of minorities be 

designated "race restriction areas." According to the City Planning Commission (1927): 

...in Austin...Negroes are present on small numbers, in practically all 
sections of the city, excepting the area just east of East Avenue and south of the 
city cemetery. This area seems to be all Negro population. It is our 
recommendation that the nearest approach to the solution of the race segregation 
problem will be the recommendation of this district as a Negro district; and that 
all facilities and conveniences be provided the Negroes in this district, as an 
incentive to draw the Negro population to this area. (p. 57) 

In response to this proposition, in July 1927, the Austin City Planning 

Commission hired the engineering firm of Koch and Fowler to draft a city plan. The 

resulting document recommended that all publicly funded recreational and educational 

facilities be erected only in East Austin and that any black communities west of East 

Avenue, such as Clarksville, be denied inclusion in any future extension of public 

utilities. By taking these steps, its authors believed that African-American communities 

outside of Austin's East side would eventually die out. 

In reference to Clarksville, the Koch and Fowler City Plan recommended (1927): 

.... the ultimate establishment of a neighborhood park in the vicinity of 
11* and 12* street just east of the I&GN RR. This property, while it adjoins the 
city limits, is well located to serve as a neighborhood park for this area in the 
future. The typography is very rough and is at present occupied by the cheapest 
type of Negro shacks, whereas the property immediately adjoining is more 
valuable and can eventually be residential property of the highest order. The 
acquisition of this property for park purposes and the removal of this type of 
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development will increase the value of the surrounding property many times the 
acquisition thereof (p. 31-32) 

Almost 13 years after the City implemented the Koch and Fowler plan, the Austin 

Independent School Disfrict lent its support to the residential segregation campaign 

through its "site selection" process. The same school board that, in 1916, sought to 

provide the Clarksville community with its own elementary school despite protests from 

the Anglo community now sought to maintain the status quo through selective school 

placement. According to the City of Austin (1979): 

...the majority of the non-white population resides in that area located east 
of East Avenue. Between 19* street and 6* Street.. .As in any older sections of 
the city, there is in this section a danger of fiirther deterioration of real properties, 
ultimately resulting in an exodus of people to other sections of the city... with two 
colleges, an up to standard high school, two junior high schools, three elementary 
schools, plus a vocational school in the mother zone (East Austin), this zone will 
be the highest concentration area for social and cultural advancement. For this 
reason, the real values where deterioration has taken place will be re-established. 
The population will desire to live there instead of moving elsewhere, especially 
the present homeowners and those with children. In so doing, the school board 
will have contributed to a valuable service to the non-white population as well as 
to the people of Austin, (p. 180) 

The Effect of the City Plan and Development on Clarksville's Population 

Despite the 1927 Austin City Plan's recommendation that Clarksville be 

redeveloped as a public park and thus virtually no public monies were spent to provide 

basic infrastuetural services to its residents, the community resisted such pressures and 

continued to survive through 1930s. For example, Sanborn Fire Insurance maps indicate 

that there were five stores in the neighborhood by 1935 (Sanbom Fire Insurance 

Company, 1935). Between 1930 and 1940, Clarksville residents also erected 
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approximately forty houses in their neighborhood, down slightiy from the neariy fifty 

built between 1920 and 1929 (US Census, 1940). The resilience of the community 

during this period was also reflected in the constmetion, in 1935, of a new sanctuary for 

the Sweethome Baptist congregation. Clarksville resident W. S. Edmerson built the 

sanetiiary, which currentiy stands at 1727 West 11* Street (Hennenberger, 1975). 

Although the community did survive into the 1930s, it did, during this period, 

experience a slight decline in population. City Directories indicate that, by 1935, 

approximately 460 resided in Clarksville, down from 500 in 1910 (Polk, Morrison, and 

Fourmy, 1935). This frend began as eariy as 1918, during the early years of the Great 

Migration, when a number of the neighborhood's early residents including Dan Eugene, 

Quinten Bolden, and Alonso Johnson, left Texas and moved west to Califomia in search 

of better employment opportunities (University of Texas School of Architecture, 1969). 

Prior to this population decline, it was common to find more than one family or several 

members of an extended family living in one house. By the 1930s, this pattem had 

shifted as the number of inhabitants per households decreased (Landon, 1976). 

In addition to the changes in population, by the mid 1930s, the nature of the 

neighborhood itself began to shift. This change was driven in part by the redevelopment 

of the areas directly adjacent to Clarksville. Prior to development, wooded areas and 

pastureland surrounded much of Clarksville. However, by 1935, much of the land that 

surrounded Clarksville had been developed into thriving neighborhoods. Also, because 

there were a number of stores within the neighborhood's boundaries by 1935, its 

residents no longer had to depend upon subsistence farming to feed themselves and their 
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families (Landon, 1976). A zoning law that the Austin City Council passed in 1940 that 

allowed City of Austin residents to only raise chickens within residential neighborhoods 

further encouraged this shift. Because of these changes Clarksville, by the 1940s, had 

began to loose its mral, isolated character. 

1940-1970. the Birth of MoPae (Loop 1) and tts Impact 
on Clarksville 

The Constmetion of MoPae (Loop 1) 

By the early 1930s, the automobile had supplanted the urban streetcar and bus as 

the primary means of fransportation in Austin. This proliferation of automobiles 

accelerated the development suburban neighborhoods in North, South, and West Austin 

because it meant that automobile owners, when purchasing or renting homes, were no 

longer limited to neighborhoods that were along streetcar lines or bus routes. They were 

also no longer tied to living close to the city's central business district. Although 

Clarksville's population had been on a slow decline since the late 1910s, by the early 

1940s, approximately 15% of Austin's overall population lived in West Austin (City of 

Austin, 1951). Because the West Austin area was largely residential with a few scattered 

nodes of commercial development, the majority of its residents traveled to the city's 

central business district for shopping, education, recreation, and business (City of Austin, 

1951). Despite that fact that West Austin's population had risen significantiy between 

1900 and 1940 and the majority of its residents worked, shopped, etc. outside the area, 

there were, by 1940, no major east/west or north/south thoroughfares in this part of the 

city (City of Austin, 1951). The combination of West Austin's population boom, the rise 
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in tiie importance of the automobile in Austin, and the lack of major thoroughfares in the 

area led to the City of Austin's proposal, in 1944, to use portions of the Missouri Pacific 

Railroad's (MoPac) right-of-way to constmct a north/south thoroughfare that would 

service residents in West and Northwest Austin (City of Austin, 1962). 

The MoPac railroad ti-acks were first extended into Austin in 1875. From East 

Austin, the Missouri Pacific Railroad trackage stretched in a westerly direction mnning 

parallel with East 5* and West 3"* Streets until it intersected with West Lynn Street. 

From thence the tracks arched northwards, mnning north/northwest through Austin. The 

Austin City Council adopted the thoroughfare plan in 1950. The plan designated a 40 

foot-wide strip of land on each side of the tracks for the boulevard. This roadway, which 

was initially to be known as Railroad Boulevard, was to extend from West 5* Street 

north to Anderson Lane (City of Austin, 1962). In 1959, the City of Austin began formal 

negotiations with the Missouri Pacific Railroad. A year later, Austin voters passed a 

sfreet and bridge bond in the amount of $1,250,000, a portion of which was dedicated for 

the boulevard's constmetion. In 1961, the MoPae Railroad Company entered into a 

contract to grant a portion of its right-of-way to the City of Austin for the roadway's 

purpose (City of Austin, 1962). 

The roadway, which was designated the MoPac Freeway, was to be eonstmeted as 

a "limited access" freeway and was to use 50 foot-wide strip on each side of the tracks 

between West 5* Street and Hancock Drive. In retum for tiie right-of-way, the City of 

Austin agreed to provide the majority of the funds for the constmetion of five grade 

separations for the tracks (City of Austin, 1962). The City of Austin also agreed to 
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remove all grade crossings between West 5* Street and Hancock Drive. Soon after the 

contract was signed, the road's southeriy route was extended past West 5* Street to 

connect it to Loop 360. Work began on the first of the five grade separations in 1962 

(City of Austin, 1962). By 1966, the scope of the roadway had grown to the extent that 

officials from the City of Austin and Travis County found it necessary to request the 

financial participation of the Texas Highway Department in the development of the 

MoPae roadway, then conceptualized as a divided six-lane, limited access freeway that 

was to sfreteh south along a sixteen-mile long route from FM Highway to US Highway 

290. So that MoPae would connect with the recently completed Lamar Boulevard, the 

roadway plan included the constmetion of the Crosstown Expressway. The preliminary 

plans of the Crosstown called for it to stretch from MoPac east along West 11* or 12* 

Sfreet to Lamar Boulevard. The Texas Highway Commission consented to participate in 

the further planning and financing of the construction of MoPac Boulevard and a joint 

agreement for the constmetion of the roadway was approved by the Austin City Council, 

the Travis County Commissioners Court, and the Texas Highway Department (City of 

Austin, 1975). The roadway was officially designated "Loop 1" in 1967. The project was 

scheduled to be eonstmeted in six phases and was to be completed in 1975 (City of 

Austin, 1975). 
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The Impact of MoPac (Loop 1) on Clarksville 

From the earliest stages of the roadway's planning. City of Austin officials 

identified its route -along both sides of the MoPae Railroad trackage- as ideal because 

the city and the state owned the majority of the property directly surrounding the tracks. 

Despite this fact, a number of privately-owned residential properties were situated on 

land adjacent to the railroad fracks and were therefore threatened to be annihilated by the 

constmetion of the thoroughfare. Because the MoPac railroad tracks formed the western 

boundary of the Clarksville neighborhood, the constmetion of MoPae Boulevard meant 

that all houses directly west of Essex Street and east of the tracks would be tom down to 

make way for the thoroughfare's right-of-way. This highway, in combination with the 

constmetion of the Crosstown Highway, which was to be erected along either West 11* 

or 12* Sfreet, would lead to the almost complete destmction of the neighborhood. 

In 1967, the City of Austin sponsored an Area Analysis that identified existing 

land uses and housing characteristics within the neighborhood. It also identified the 

possible impacts that the constmetion of the both MoPae Boulevard and the Crosstown 

Expressway would have on the neighborhood. According to the study, there were 179 

houses in the neighborhood (Housing and Urban Development, 1969). Home ownership 

in Clarksville was at 40% and the vacancy rate was 12% (Housing and Urban 

Development, 1969). Of the 69 owner-occupied stmetures within the neighborhood, the 

study indicated that 47 were valued less than $5,000 and five were valued at between 

$5,000 and $10,000. The survey also indicated that 65% of the stmetiires were 

substandard, with only 60 of the 179 in sound or in fair condition (Housing and Urban 
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Development, 1969). Because of Brown vs the Board of Education, the 1954 court mling 

that determined that racial segregation in public schools was uneonstitiitional, the 

Clarksville School, by 1964, had been closed and the neighborhood's children were 

attending the formeriy all white Matthews School. The school building, while still 

extant, was in dilapidated condition (Housing and Urban Development, 1969). Of the 

460 people in the neighborhood, 276 were Afiiean-American and the remaining 184 were 

Mexican-American (Housing and Urban Development, 1969). The survey also found 

the neighborhood's roads to be substandard and in certain circumstances, impassable 

(Housing and Urban Development, 1969). Due to these factors, the study concluded that 

the area was a "blighted" urban slum. ^ 

The study therefore recommended that "major improvement through a federally 

assisted clearance and redevelopment program" was necessary. Specifically, that the area, 

following the erection of MoPae Freeway and the Crosstown Highway, be redeveloped 

for high-density residential use. It proposed that the extant 179 low-density dwellings be 

tom down and replaced with 600 apartment units (Housing and Urban Development, 

1969). The survey estimated that this redevelopment would increase the neighborhood's 

population from 460 to approximately 960. The study further recommended that the 

The 1958 Austin City Master Plan defined "Urban Renewal" as a "technical term applied to a program in which municipal and 
federal funds may be used to eliminate slums and blight, or to prevent their formation." (Austin Master Plan for 1958, 26). According 
to the plan there were three kinds of Urban Renewal processes: 

1. "Conservation-the process of preventing the causes of blight. Conservation methods include the enforcement of housing 
and related laws; 

2. Rehabilitation-used to prevent blight and to restore or remodel structures before blight becomes more widespread; and 

3. Slum Clearance and Development-recommended for areas in which decay is so far gone that only total demolition and 
rebuilding according to new plans is feasible." (Austin Master Plan for 1958,26). 

The plan defined a "bhghted" area as a "planning and neighborhood area[s] in which more than 50% of the homes were considered to 
be substandard.... All or part of these areas are subject to urban renewal." 
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"City's minimum code continue to be enforced in the area and that expenditures for 

public improvements be limited" (Housing and Urban Development, 1969:9E). 

One year after the study's completion, state and city representatives presented 

Clarksville residents with the MoPac Highway and Crosstown Freeway plan and formally 

extend offers of between $3000 and $5000 to purchase the land of property owners to be 

affected by the road's constmetion. Members of the community met soon thereafter to 

discuss the MoPae and Crosstown highway and, as a result of this initial meeting, formed 

a committee and presented their objections to the Austin City Council. The then Mayor 

Henry Adkins agreed with the group's assertion that the project would 'practically wipe 

out Clarksville' but that 'progress does come and these things do happen' (Bryant, 1969: 

17). In 1969 West Austin residents formed the non-profit organization called the 

Concemed Citizens for the Development of West Austin (CCDWA). The CCDWA's 

primary goals were "to preserve and rehabilitate the area and to provide the needed 

services and facilities for its residents." The needed services that the group identified 

included "housing improvements, additional housing, street paving, curbs and gutters, 

better drainage, and recreational facilities" (Clarksville Community Development 

Corporation, 1979:2). In 1970, the CCDWA filed a class action suit to halt the roadway's 

constmetion. The lawsuit alleged that the federal statute procedures were not followed 

because the city and state failed to provide adequate relocation funds to those residents 

that were forced to moved as a result of the roadways' constmetion (Clarksville 

Community Development Corporation, 1979). Although the CCDWA ultimately lost the 

suit, state representatives offered to pay displaced homeowners a stipend for relocation. 
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In 1974, as a result of community protests, the city halted its constmetion plans of 

the Crosstown Expressway. Despite the fact that the Crosstown was removed from the 

roadway plan, the MoPac Highway was extended through Clarksville in 1975, resulting 

in the loss of almost thirty homes and one business and the relocation of 26 Clarksville 

families. Only five of these families were relocated in Clarksville while the remaining 

were forced to purchase homes in North and East Austin (Clarksville Community 

Development Corporation, 1979). 

An additional outcome of the neighborhood banding together to prevent the 

highway constiiietion and the associated media coverage was that, for the first time, 

Austinites who lived outside of Clarksville were able to see the results of the years of 

neglect by the City of Austin and to hear the needs of the community's residents. In 

response to these needs the Austin City Council, in 1976, voted to expend $900,000 in 

Federal Housing and Community Development (HCD) funds for improvements in 

Clarksville. Approximately $100,000 from this fund was administered through the Urban 

Renewal Housing Rehabilitation program and was used by the community to rehabilitate 

fourteen houses (Clarksville Community Development Corporation, 1981). The city set 

aside another $750,000 for street, drainage, and utilities improvements (Clarksville 

Community Development Corporation, 1981). The community earmarked the remaining 

$50,000 for the establishment of a neighborhood park, currentiy located in the lot where 

the Clarksville Elementary School building stood (Clarksville Community Development 

Corporation, 1981). 
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Clarksville's increased visibility also led to a movement to preserve the 

neighborhood's rich history and architecttiral character. In 1974, then Mayor pro term 

Dan Love spearheaded an effort to rezone the neighborhood to preserve lots for solely 

single-family housing (Speizer, 1974). Community advocates lobbied for the 

neighborhood to be rezoned as a measure to combat any high density or commercial 

constmetion that might destioy the neighborhood's historic character or drive up the 

value of land and thus property taxes for neighborhood's mainly low income residents. 

Two years after the rezoning, Clarksville was listed in the National Register of Historic 

Places (NRHP) as an historic district (Figure 2.4). The community celebrated the listing 

not only because it acknowledged the neighborhood's significance, but also because all 

contributing buildings were potentially eligible for rehabilitation grants-in-aid from the 

National Park Service. Also, if the plans for the Crosstown Expressway were to be 

revived. Section 106 review would have to take place before any of the district's 

contributing stmetures could be razed (Harrison, 1977). In addition, many community 

members believed that the designation would guarantee that residents would have the 

ability to comment if any contributing resources within the district were to be 

demolished. These expectations, however, were dashed the following year with the 

Austin Historic Landmark Commission vote to grant a demolition permit for the Seymour 

Washington House. 

The Seymour Washington House, originally located at 1629 West 12* Sti-eet, was 

listed as a contributing stmcture in the NRHP Clarksville Historic Distiiet. The dwelling 

was a hipped roof, board-and-batten four-room dwelling that was erected circa 1915. At 
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the time of the controversy, the house was in dilapidated condition and had no mnning 

water. Seymour Washington, for whom the house was named, was an important figure in 

his community. The former blacksmith had roots in Clarksville that went back nearly 

100 years and had been recognized by the Texas Senate as a significant figure in Austin's 

history (Padilla, 1977). Eariy in 1977, Washington died and his heirs subsequently put 

his home on the market for $9,500. When the house's new owner proposed to demolish 

the stioicture, the neighborhood presented a formal protest to the Austin Historic 

Landmark Commission (Padilla, 1977). At this point neighborhood representatives found 

that the NRHP designation, through the Section 106 process, afforded protection only 

from development by governmental entities and that the only means to protect 

Clarksville's historic resources from privately-funded incompatible development was if 

the Landmark Commission designated the neighborhood a local historic district. Because 

the neighborhood was only a NRHP district, any actions that required a permit needed 

only to be presented to the Landmark Commission for comment. If the Commission had 

objections or suggestions, the property owner only had to take them into consideration. 

Neighborhood advocates subsequently appeared before the Historic Landmarks 

Commission with a request to designate the neighborhood a local historic district. The 

majority of the commissioners disputed the local designation, claiming that the 

neighborhood had "no architectural or historic significance" (Harrison, 1977:10). 

According to Betty Baker, the then Austin City Manager, "attempts at historic zoning are 

ludicrous" (Harrison, 1977:10). hi October of that year, the Commission granted the 

demolition permit and the owner razed the Seymour Washington house. Following the 
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demolition of the Washington house, many within the community realized that they could 

not depend solely the neighborhood's NRHP status or the City of Austin to protect their 

community from incompatible development. They also realized that, in order to promote 

positive land uses, provide and maintain housing for its low-income residents, and to 

protect its extant residential properties from the wrecking ball, the community itself had 

to step in and guide its own development. 

1976-2003: The Development and Gentrifieation of Clarksville 

Clarksville 1976-1978, a Neighborhood in Transition 

In the years immediately following MoPae's constmetion, the Clarksville 

neighborhood was at a "crisis point in its existence" (Clarksville Community 

Development Corporation, 1979:2). Although the Austin City Council had approved 

funding for infrastuetural improvements, Clarksville's streets, in 1976, remained unpaved 

(Clarksville Community Development Corporation, 1979). Four blocks in the western 

portion of the neighborhood had been razed to provide right-of-way for the MoPae. 

Because of the then defunct Crosstown Highway, the city held ovraership of a number of 

the neighborhood's empty lots and abandoned houses. In anticipation of the Crosstown, a 

number of speculators from outside the community had also quietly acquired properties 

in Clarksville in the late 1960s and eariy 1970s hoping to profit from the accompanying 

redevelopment of the neighborhood. By 1977 neariy one-third of the neighborhood's 

pre-Worid War II dwellings had been demolished. Neariy 46 of the neighborhood's 144 

properties were empty lots, up from 23 in 1967 (Clarksville Community Development 
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Corporation, 1980). Also, by 1977, 41 of the 47 rental properties in the neighborhood 

were owned by absentee landlords and were in varying states of dilapidation 

(Swedenburg, 1981). Because of practices within the banking industry such as redlining, 

Clarksville's residents had been blocked from acquiring loans from local lending 

institiitions to rehabilitate their homes or to build new homes within the neighborhood. 

In one such ease, a local bank refused to grant a home rehabilitation loan to an Afiican-

Ameriean Clarksville resident but offered to approve a mortgage if the man wanted to 

purchase a home in East Austin, the city's unofficial "Negro district." Due to such 

practices, property values, by 1977, were exti-emely low, averaging between $3000 and 

$5000, and tiie majority neighborhood's dwellings, nearly 70%, were over 40 years in 

age and in need of major rehabilitation (Clarksville Community Development 

Corporation, 1980). 

The most dramatic trend in the neighborhood was the marked change in its 

demographies. Clarksville's population dropped from 460 in 1967 to 226 in 1977 

(Clarksville Community Development Corporation, 1980). Also startling was the change 

in the neighborhood's ethnic makeup. In 1967, the neighborhood had 184 Hispanic 

residents, and 276 African-American residents. Only ten years later Clarksville's 

population included 120 African-Americans, thirty-nine Hispanies, and 67 Anglos 

(Clarksville Community Development Corporation, 1980). A small number of the 

neighborhood's Anglo households were homeowners, while a larger number were young, 

middle- to low-income renters. According to one University of Texas student, many 

Anglos were drawn to the community because "Clarksville is less hostile than other 
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minority-populated communities in Austin and is easily accessible to University of Texas 

stiidents." They found Clarksville to be a "mstie and quaint community" that was 

"isolated, has a very low crime rate, and is relatively free from the scmtiny of the police" 

(Pryor, 1976:B1). Despite the fact that there was such a significant number of whites 

moved into the neighborhood in such a short period of time, these whites " ...had no 

frouble getting along with others in the community" (Pryor, 1976:B1). 

In a general sense, this influx was reflective of changing attitudes within the 

larger culture. In the past, there existed a stigma against Anglos living in what was 

considered a predominately black neighborhood. Social changes brought about by the 

Civil Rights Movement and accompanying legislation resulted in generation of young 

whites who were more accepting of living in an economically and ethnically diverse, 

neighborhood as long as it was perceived to be safe and provided access to desired 

amenities. In this ease, the benefits of living in Clarksville included its affordable 

housing stock and its close vicinity to Austin's CBD and the University of Texas. Also, 

because Clarksville was within a close vicinity to middle- and upper-middle-elass 

neighborhoods such as Enfield, Westendfield, and Tarrytown, its residents had access to 

the amenities associated with such elite neighborhoods including good public schools, 

trendy restaurants, grocery stores, etc. 

In their fight to prevent the extension of the MoPae Highway and Crosstown 

Expressway through their community, Clarksville residents used the media as a tool to 

further their agenda. They also used the media to expose the results of the City's 

systematic neglect of their neighborhood. Though this tactic did yield positive results 
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-tile Crosstown's constmetion was halted, the neighborhood's roads would eventiaally be 

paved and it's sewers improved, and Clarksville was listed in the NRHP- the media 

attention proved to be a double edged sword because it also bought attention to the 

aforementioned positive qualities of the neighborhood, drawing not only private middle 

and upper income individuals to the neighborhood but also developers seeking to make a 

profit by fuming the neighborhood. 

The Development of Clarksville 

As early as 1974, there were plans to erect between twenty-five and thirty units of 

low-density public housing -duplexes and/or triplexes- within Clarksville. 

Neighborhood advocates expressed a desire for this housing because "traditional," high-

density public housing projects would "be uncomplimentary to the nature of the 

community and might quickly tum the community into a ghetto" (Concemed Citizens for 

the Development of West Austin, 1975:10). The community's primary goal for lobbying 

for this housing was to provide low-cost housing for former Clarksville residents that 

were displaced by the erection of MoPac and the planned constmetion of the Crosstown 

Expressway. The housing, according to an open letter to the Austin City Council, was to 

have been erected on vacant lots that the city acquired for right-of-way associated with 

the Crosstown Expressway (Concemed Citizens for the Development of West Austin, 

1975). 

In 1974, several neighborhood residents, with assistance from the University of 

Texas School of Architecture, established the Clarksville neighborhood center and set 
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about researching different avenues to finance the constmetion of low-income, low-

density housing within the neighborhood. Knowing the neighborhood's desire for public 

housing, Tao Ono, an Anglo-owned development company based in Austin, approached 

the Clarksville Neighborhood Center in 1977 with a proposal to erect low-income 

housing units -to be priced between $20,000 and $30,000- within Clarksville (Texas 

Architect, 1979). In addition to the low-income units, Tao Ono planned to build a small 

number of high-end homes for professionals who desired to live close to the city's CBD. 

According to the company's development philosophy, the primary means that Tao Ono 

believed it could "ensure the community's survival" was to "prevent rampant high-

density development" (Texas Architect, 1979:62). The way to prevent this type of 

development, according to one of the company's principals, was to "buy as many lots as 

possible and with design and quality contiol to.. ..retain the neighborhood's uniqueness." 

(Lyons, 1980:99) Specifically, Tao Ono promoted a kinder and gentier approach to 

development in Clarksville that was based upon three tenants: "to purchase only vacant 

lots and abandoned houses, thus dislocating no native Clarksville residents; to build 

architecturally compatible, energy-efficient homes; and to promote a heterogeneous, 

ethnically and economically diverse neighborhood" (Lyons, 1980:99). Despite its plans 

to constmct high dollar dwellings within the neighborhood, Tao Ono reassured the 

neighborhood center employees that the lower income housing was their first priority and 

that its planned erection of higher end homes would not push ".. .anyone (especially the 

older families) out of the neighborhood" (Hagerty, 1980:13). 
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Because absentee owners held many of the empty lots and abandoned homes in 

the neighborhood, Tao Ono initially found it difficult to contact the owners of a number 

of properties it was interested in purchasing. The company therefore requested the 

neighborhood center's assistance in contacting property owners. In retum for the 

neighborhood center's help, Tao Ono not only agreed to build low-income housing for 

clients that the center would refer to them but also guaranteed that the neighborhood 

center would have input into the dwellings' design. However, soon after Tao Ono had 

acquired several empty lots and abandoned homes within the neighborhood for between 

$3,000 and $5,000, the company broke ties with the Clarksville Neighborhood Center 

and hired a real estate company to assist it in its effort to purchase additional properties 

(Clarksville Commimity Development Corporation, 1981). 

In addition to hiring a real estate company, Tao Ono shifted its focus from 

building primarily low-income houses to high-end residential development. Though the 

company professed to promote economic diversity, it stated that these houses would be 

priced as high as $60,000, rather than the $20,000 to $30,000 low-income homes 

discussed earlier (Swedenburg, 1981). Tao Ono explained its shift to exclusively 

building high end, "high quality" housing because it believed that the low-income, low 

cost housing the neighborhood desired would eventually lead to Clarksville being 

"assimilated into the rest of West Austin," transforming it into any "other suburb 

anywhere else" (Swedenburg, 1981:15). 

Tao Ono further distanced itself from Clarksville residents when it developed 

design guidelines for new constmetion without consulting the neighborhood center. 
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These guidelines painted Clarksville as "a quiet, mstie area which has preserved the 

atinosphere of an eariier era.. ..it is not so much the architectural character of the 

individual buildings which creates this effect, as it is the overall character of the 

community" (Swedenburg, 1981:16). In order to preserve what Tao Ono saw as 

Clarksville's "mral flavor," the company stated that all new constmetion should be built 

to "blend in" with the neighborhood's extant historic architecture, to be achieved through 

the promoting "appropriate" setback (houses were to be set back on their lots to preserve 

green space), scale (houses were to be between one and one and a half stories in height 

and were to contain under 1500 square feet), use of material (tin roofs, unpainted wood 

weatherboard siding, wood sash windows) and, appropriate style (loosely based 

interpretations of the neighborhood's existing historic plan types and styles) 

(Swedenburg, 1981:16). 

As word of Tao Ono's split with neighborhood center and its tme development 

plans spread, anti-Tao Ono sentiment mushroomed within the community. However, it 

was not until Tao Ono completed the constmetion of its first dwelling in 1977, that the 

community banded together to protest the company's presence within the neighborhood. 

Tao Ono custom built the one-story, 1000 square foot home for a young Anglo 

professional client (Clarksville Community Development Corporation, 1979). Once the 

neighborhood discovered that the dwelling sold for $60,000 and that its owner was a 

fiiend of one of Tao Ono's partners, they tmly began to grasp the fact that the company 

had no real intention to support the community's interests, that, in fact, these high price 

homes would destroy the community because they would drive up the value of the land 
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within the neighborhood thus increasing property taxes and eventiaally driving out many 

of the neighborhood's low-income residents. Prominent residents from within the 

community began to warn property owners ".. .to hold on their property, don't sell it 

because they are buying it for little or nothing and building expensive homes on it" 

(Swedenberg, 1981:27). The neighborhood also stridentiy voiced dissatisfaction with the 

house's design, which, in keeping with Tao Ono's "preventative development" 

philosophy, incorporated elements of the neighborhood's historic architecture including 

tin roofing materials and unpainted weatherboard siding. The "unfinished" appearance of 

the home disturbed a number of the neighborhood's residents because it reminded them 

of a "bam" or "what we have come from." In addition, the neighborhood resented the 

fact that they had not been allowed to participate in the house's design, that instead the 

".. ..outsiders made these decisions of what is appropriate for Clarksville" (Swedenberg, 

1981:27). 

Like the first house Tao Ono built in Clarksville, the company's second house 

was custom built for a young Anglo professional client. The selling price for this 608 

square foot, "bam style" house was $25,000. Although the price of the house fell well 

within the range to be classified as low-income, the market value was actually much 

higher because the house's owner, an architect, invested much of his own "sweat equity" 

in the house, which therefore reduced the amount he actually paid to Tao Ono. Tao Ono 

sold the next five houses it built within the neighborhood to fiiends or employees for 

between $48,000 and $60,000 (Swedenburg, 1981). 
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Tao Ono defended its actions by maintaining that the neighborhood, due to its 

location, was ripe for development. According to Charles Harker, one of the company's 

principals: 

Clarksville had been protected only by being black and by substandard 
conditions. When I heard that the community was finally getting the street and 
utility improvements they wanted and deserved, I realized that they were also 
losing the only thing protecting them. This pushed Clarksville from the 40's to 
the 70's ovemight. (Clarksville Community Development Corporation, 1979: p. 

1) 

They saw themselves as the "best alternative to development" (Clarksville Community 

Development Corporation, 1979:1). Tao Ono further supported its break from the 

neighborhood corporation by stating that the CCDC was "naive" to think that within the 

then current housing market, a for-profit development company could actually erect 

$15,000-$20,000 homes for low income individuals (Clarksville Community 

Development Corporation, 1979:1). They revealed that, despite fair housing laws, banks 

were hesitant to loan money to Tao Ono to build houses in what the industry considered 

to be a "high risk" black neighborhood. The bank did however agree to lend money to 

Tao Ono only if they had a low risk client contracted to purchase the house. (Clarksville 

Community Development Corporation, 1979:1) Therefore, each of Tao Ono's first six 

houses had middle-income clients contracted before they had even been built, a fact that 

the neighborhood did not know. One by one, as Tao Ono completed constmetion of its 

homes, neighborhood residents questioned why the homes seemed to be sold to middle-

income clients from outside the neighborhood before each had a chance to reach the 

market. Neighborhood advocates expressed disagreement not because these newcomers 

to the neighborhood were white but that this type of development would displace 
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fraditional residents because the high priced Tao Ono homes would drive up the value of 

property in Clarksville and would thus lead to increased taxes. In order to forestall Tao 

Ono's ftill-scale development of the neighborhood, a small group of Clarksville residents 

formed the Clarksville Community Development Corporation (CCDC). 

The Clarksville Community Development Corporation (CCDC) 

The Clarksville Community Development Corporation (CCDC) formed in 1978 

as a non-profit group with the purpose to "preserve the historic character of the 

Clarksville Community and engage in community projects for the benefit and 

revitalization of the Clarksville Community" (Clarksville Community Development 

Corporation, 1979:2). In its effort to preserve the character of the neighborhood, the 

CCDC saw as its primary goal to provide new housing for low to moderate income 

Austinites. In particular, they planned to focus their efforts on providing homes to ex-

residents that were displaced by the constmetion of MoPae and the planned constmetion 

of the Crosstown Expressway. In doing so, they hoped to not only bring back former 

fiiends and neighbors, but also to level out property values, keeping down taxes down for 

then current residents. The CCDC also hoped to show that low-income houses could be 

built within the then current market, despite Tao Ono's claim to the contrary (Box, 1978). 

The first completed CCDC project, undertaken in 1978, was the house currently located 

at 1809 West 10* Street (Box, 1978). Aaron Manelos, a builder, purchased the lot and 

eonstmeted the three-bedroom, 1000 square-foot house at cost for the 
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CCDC (Box, 1978). The CCDC then purchased the home from Manelos with private 

funds and began to accept applications from prospective buyers. The client the CCDC 

chose to purchase the home was former resident Horace Carrington, although, due to 

financial issues, the CCDC eventually sold the home for $30,000 to an Anglo family with 

no ties to the neighborhood (Box, 1978). 

Following the erection of its first home, the CCDC shifted its focus to building 

rental homes. The CCDC chose to erect rental housing rather than owner-occupied 

housing for three reasons. Firstly, they felt that the only way to guarantee that their 

housing would remain low-income and not be sold for profit was if they retained 

ovmership of the units. Secondly, it was easier for the CCDC to acquire federal funding 

to erect rental units versus owner-occupied units. Finally, the CCDC realized that it more 

realistic for low-income individuals to qualify for federal funding (HUD's Section Eight 

program) to pay for rent than it was for them to qualify for a mortgage loan to purchase a 

home (Clarksville Community Development Corporation, 1983). 

The corporation also concentrated on acquiring federal monies and low interest 

loans from the City of Austin to fund the constmetion of homes within the neighborhood. 

Due to these efforts, the CCDC was successful in securing Commimity Block 

Development Grants (CBDG) and Neighborhood Self Help Funds (Clarksville 

Community Development Corporation, 1983). Using these funds, in combination with 

private funds, the corporation acquired a number of empty lots and, by 1982, had erected 

four homes within the neighborhood. They also moved two historic homes onto empty 

lots on Chariotte Street. The corporation rented these houses to low-income clients. 
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many of whom were on Section Eight (Clarksville Community Development 

Corporation, 1983). The rent money the CCDC collected was then used to make monthly 

payments on their low-interest loans and for "neighborhood projects" (Clarksville 

Community Development Corporation, 1981:1). 

1979-1980, Tao Ono Causes Further Damage to the Neighborhood 

By 1979, Tao Ono had gained ownership of twenty-nine of the forty-eight empty 

lots in Clarksville (Smith, 1979). Also, by 1979, Tao Ono had erected five homes within 

the neighborhood. These dwellings, in keeping with Tao Ono's design guidelines, were 

single-family, one-story "mstie" or "Colonial" homes that were priced between $25,000 

and $60,000 (Smith, 1979:C1). The neighborhood responded to these houses with 

protests, organizing marches and anti-Tao Ono demonstrations, one of which actually 

was held on the lawn of Jim Person, one of the company's three principals. The 

neighborhood also brought their protests to the City of Austin when Tao Ono presented 

its plans for the erection of a two-story "bam style" home at 1631 West 12* to the City 

Landmarks Commission. The residents not only expressed dissatisfaction with the style 

of the house stating ".. ..we don't have any bams here and this is not a mral area," but 

also asserted that the scale of the house was not in keeping with Tao Ono's ovm design 

(Clarksville Community Development Corporation, 1979:1). Although the Landmarks 

Commission voted to deny Tao Ono a building permit, the house was eventually built, 

although at a smaller scale. 
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Later that year, the CCDC filed a lawsuit against Tao Ono to block its 

eonstiruetion of a 34-unit condominium complex in the 500 block of Patterson Street, 

directly south of the neighborhood. The CCDC claimed in their suit that condos would 

negatively impact the neighborhood because their presence would dramatically raise the 

neighborhood's property taxes. These condos, which were initially to sell for $60,000 

per unit, were actually sold for $100,000 each. The CCDC also claimed that the City of 

Austin's issuance of a building permit to Tao Ono was illegal because the neighborhood 

was zoned for only for single-family residences (Clarksville Community Development 

Corporation, 1979). Tao Ono attempted a compromise with the CCDC but the 

compromise failed. The CCDC eventually lost the suit and the constmetion of the 

condos occurred on schedule. 

1980s Clarksville is Further Developed and Gentrifieation Takes Hold 

By the early 1980s, nearly five years after the completion of the MoPae 

Highhway, there had been several improvements within the neighborhood. The City of 

Austin replaced the Clarksville's antiquated sewerage system and paved its streets. The 

city also provided sidewalk, curb, and street lighting improvements. Despite protests 

from Tao Ono, the CCDC was successful in securing fianding for the erection of a 

neighborhood medical clinic. The CCDC, in partnership with the City of Austin, also 

established a neighborhood park on West 11* Street. The park was sited within the lot 

where old Clarksville Sehoolhouse, which had been moved and incorporated into the 

O'Henry Elementary School campus, originally stood. 
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Reflective of the demographic trend that began in the 1970s, the number of 

Anglos within the neighborhood rose from 67 in 1976 to 97 in 1981, while the number of 

Hispanies and Afiiean-American residents fell. Also, the percentage of low-income 

households in Clarksville dropped from 60% in 1977 to 40% in 1981 (Clarksville 

Community Development Corporation, 1983). There were 115 houses in Clarksville in 

1980, up from 98 in 1976. Of these houses, neariy half were rental properties. Although 

there were, by 1981, more houses in the neighborhood than there had been since the 

constiiietion of the MoPac Highway, eight of the neighborhood's historic houses had 

been demolished between 1976 and 1981. 

Despite its preventative development theory, which stated that it would only 

purchase empty lots and dilapidated vacant homes Tao Ono, the first and only for-profit 

development corporation to enter the neighborhood, purchased eight occupied rental units 

within the neighborhood in 1981. Soon after Tao Ono purchased these homes, they 

tripled the rent, forcing out many of their tenants. As the tenants were forced out because 

they could not afford to pay these inflated rents, Tao Ono rehabilitated the homes and 

sold them for exorbitant prices. However, by 1985, after Tao Ono had erected 15 new 

homes within Clarksville and a condo complex directly south of the neighborhood and 

acquired ownership of a number of Clarksville's empty lots and extant historic homes, 

the company by went defunct, a victim the depression within the housing market in 

Texas. 

Although Tao Ono had been driven out business, the CCDC persevered and, by 

1990, held ownership of 12 low-income rental properties in Clarksville. The CCDC was 
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also suceessftil in piloting several projects that benefited the neighborhood. For example, 

tiiey sponsored a neighborhood newspaper, called the Clarksville Gold Dollar. They also 

initiated the Rent Repair Program. Through this program, which was administered by the 

Austin Tenants Council, owners of dilapidated or substandard rental properties were able 

to secure financial assistance to rehabilitate these homes and bring them up to code. 

Additionally, the CCDC sponsored a number of after-school programs for the 

neighborhood's children as well as a community gardening program. 

While the CCDC was successful in providing neighborhood services, they 

remained unsuccessful in their efforts to gain local historic district designation for the 

neighborhood. Although, by the late 1980s, it was virtually impossible for the CCDC to 

forestall the rapid appreciation of property in the neighborhood, there still existed a 

possibility to preserve the neighborhood's historic houses and freeze property taxes 

through the City of Austin's Local Historic District Ordinance. The ordinance mandated 

that any property that was designated a local historic property was guaranteed certain 

protections under the law, such as mandatory design guidelines for all renovations and 

new constmetion. The ordinance also gave the City Historic Preservation Office and the 

Landmarks Commission the legal authority to deny permit applications for renovations or 

demolition, and new constmetion within a local historic district. Finally, tax abatements 

would be made available for all individual local historic properties and contributing 

properties within a local historic district. Although this law was on the books, there had 

been only one officially designated local historic district and a small number of 

individual local landmarks by 1990. 
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As the 1980s drew to a close, the need to protect the neighborhood's historic 

resources became more urgent, mainly due to the fact that, within Clarksville, the value 

of land began to outpace the value of its dwelling in many cases. Therefore, for some 

owners of the neighborhood's small, dilapidated historic homes, it became more 

economically practical to purchase the entire property only to tear the house down and 

build a new larger home or to drastically enlarge and alter the home bringing the property 

to its highest and best use. 

1990S-2003, tiie Futiire of the CCDC and the Neighborhood's 
Historic Built Environment is Threatened 

Although the CCDC survived the housing market depression of the 1980s and 

remained the only development company in Clarksville in the 1990s, it had, by 1992, mn 

into some financial difficulties. By 1990, the CCDC owned twelve rental properties in 

Clarksville. Specifically, the CCDC had allowed two housing loans totaling $185, 000 to 

go into default, leading to threats from creditors to foreclose on the all of the CCDC-

owned houses. In order to attain cash so that they might pay off their delinquent loans, 

the corporation, in 1997, accepted a $250,000 loan from local real estate developers 

Kennie and Mildred Sneed. In retum for the loan, the corporation agreed to give the 

Sneeds two properties. It also offered three additional properties to the developers as 

collateral. With the money the corporation had attained from the Sneeds, they paid off 

one of the delinquent loans and paid themselves a bonus of $30,000 (Ball, 2002). With 

CCDC properties valued upwards of $1 million in the hands of real estate developers 

from outside of the community, a group of Clarksville residents in 1998, filed a lawsuit 
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against the Sneeds and the members of the CCDC board. In the suit the community 

members alleged that the CCDC board had mismanaged fiinds (Ball, 2002). hi its 

defense, the CCDC board members named in the suit stated that the situation was caused 

by "heavy debt, rent collection problems, and unoccupied units" (Ball, 2002, Al). The 

Sneeds, for their part, claimed legal ownership to the five houses because the CCDC had, 

late in 1998, defaulted its loan. Soon after the ease was filed, the complainants dropped 

their claim against the former CCDC members, leaving the Sneeds as the sole defendants. 

After nearly three years of litigation, both parties settied the case out of court (Ball, 

2000). As part of the settlement, the then current members of the CCDC board 

refinanced the remaining seven CCDC homes so that they might pay the Sneeds 

$250,000 owed to them. The Sneeds then retumed ownership of an undisclosed number 

of the five disputed homes to the CCDC (Ball, 2000). 

By 2001, due primarily to the lawsuit, the formerly influential CCDC was in 

shambles. For instance, the former board had misplaced the majority of the corporation's 

important financial documents and records. Also, much of the credibility that the CCDC 

had earned as the voice and public face of the neighborhood had been lost. The lawsuit 

also caused a split in the neighborhood, with friends and neighbors taking sides against 

each other. With the neighborhood divided and the CCDC embroiled in a lengthy 

lawsuit, development was allowed to occur unchecked and unchallenged in the late 

1990s. By 2002, neariy a year after the case had been settled, the CCDC moved foreword 

in eamest with their efforts to check development within the neighborhood by, once 

again, attempting to gain local historic district designation. However, by that time, a large 
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number of the neighborhood's historic houses had been tom down to the extent that the 

neighborhood was in danger of losing its NRHP historic district statiis. According to a 

survey conducted by the City of Austin Historic Preservation Office, the neighborhood, 

by 2002, had 143 homes, only sixty-five of which were identified as contributing 

properties to the NRHP historic district. Therefore, the neighborhood no longer retained 

the percentage of contributing properties necessary for listing as a NRHP historic district. 

The flurry of historic property demolitions and renovations in Clarksville in the 

late 1990s was due, in large part, to the rapid appreciation of housing within Austin that 

began in tiie late 1980s and peaked in 2000-2002. This spike was especially felt within 

cenfral Austin, in areas close to the capitol complex, Austin's CBD, and the University of 

Texas campus. For example, by late 1999, the median price for a home in northeast 

Austin was $84,000, with the cost per square foot averaging $56.76 (Austin American 

Statesman, 1999). In comparison, the average price of a home in the Clarksville 

neighborhood was $240,000, with the cost per square foot averaging $170.07 (Austin 

American Statesman, 1999). By 2002, the price for homes in Clarksville had reached an 

all time high, averaging $204.00 per square foot while empty lots were sold for as much 

as $100,000 (Breyer, 2002). 

This peak in home values within Clarksville proved to be a catalyst for the 

destmction of the neighborhood's historic homes because a number of these homes were 

small and were kept in marginal to bad condition and were therefore worth less tiian the 

land they sat upon. Those houses that were not tom down were heavily modified by 

owners desiring more square footage. A number of these houses had also undergone 
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alterations to historic fabric such as the replacement of original windows, exterior 

cladding, doors, etc. In one highly publicized ease, the owner of the house at 1822 West 

10th Sfreet tore down the c. 1920 dwelling in 2000. The dwelling, once owned by ex-

slaves Reverend Handy Williams and Edmund Meeks, was a 588 square-foot one-

bedroom, one-bathroom house that was purchased in 1999 for $100,000. Soon after the 

ovraer purchased the house, he filed for a permit to demolish the house. In its place, the 

ovmer proposed to constmct a two-story duplex. The house went through the requisite 

review by tiie Historic Landmark Commission, at which time a group of concemed 

citizens along with the Austin City Historic Preservation Office petitioned the 

Commission to declare the home an individual local historic landmark. The Commission 

declined the petition and the owner proceeded with his plans and tore down the house. 

Two years after 1822 West. 11* Street was razed, the owner of an historic house 

at 1822 West 11' Street bumed the dwelling down because he feared, erroneously, that 

he would not be able to tear the house down legally because it had been listed as a 

contributing property within the historic district (Plohstski, 2002). In that same year, the 

owner of an historic home at 1804 West 11* Street demolished the home without first 

attaining a demolition permit. Despite the fact that the CCDC and the Austin City 

Historic Preservation Office took the owner to court, his only punishment was a $500.00 

fine. Also, in 2002, houses at 1803 Waterson Street and 1822 West 12* Sfreet were 

severely altered, rendering them non-contributing to the historic district (Plohstski, 2002). 
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Conclusion 

For Austinites, the Clarksville NRHP Historic District remains as a noteworthy 

link to the history of Afiiean-Americans in central Texas. As one examines Clarksville's 

history, the dominant theme that emerges is one of triumph over stmggle. However, 

despite the fact the community has managed to overcome forces as formidable as Jim 

Crow, the City of Austin, and the constmetion of the MoPae Highway, economic forces 

currently threaten to destroy its historic architecture, the community's most tangible 

connection to its past. Although not architecturally intact, a small number of the 

descendants of the original founders of the neighborhood still reside in Clarksville. In 

addition, significant social institutions, such as the Clarksville Community Development 

Corporation, the Clarksville Community Medical Center, and the Sweethome Baptist 

Church remain as a testament to the community spirit that still remains and is necessary 

for the neighborhood to overcome and triumph over this latest threat, so that it may 

continue to exist as the "Sweet Home" envisioned by its founder Charles Clark over 100 

years ago. 
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Figure 2.1. Circa 1860 Map, by J. E. Campbell Depicting the G. W. Spear League. 
Source: Barentine, 1994. 
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Figure 2.2. 1891 Map by Bergen, Daniel, and Graey. This map depicts Clara Maas' 
blocks 13 and 14 and Shelley's block 15 (outlined with heavy solid line) which formed 
the Clarksville neighborhood. The portion outiined with dashed line depict Austin's 
original city boundaries. Source: Barentine, 1994. 
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Figure 2.3. 1928 Map, by Dixon B. Peniek. The dashed lines enclose the Pease 
landholdings subdivided by the Enfield Development Corporation. The two blocks 
southeast of the Pease property, outlined with the heavy solid line, formed the Clarksville 
neighborhood. Source: Aleom, 1987. 
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Figure 2.4. Map Depicting Clarksville NRHP Historic District Boundaries. 
Source: Landon, 1976. 
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Figure 2.5. Clarksville NRHP Historic District, 1976. Source: 
Landon, 1976. 

Figure 2.6. Sweethome Baptist Church, 1976 . Source: 
Landon, 1976. 
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Figure 2.7. 1806 W. 11* Street, 1976. Source: 
Landon, 1976. 
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Figure 2.8. Clarksville Playground and 1821 W. 11* Street, 1976. Source: 
Landon, 1976. 
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Figure 2.9. Clarksville NRHP Historic District, 1976. Source: 
Landon, 1976. 

Figure 2.10. Haskell House, 1976. Source: 
Landon, 1976. 
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t̂h Figure 2.11. 1710A and 1710B W. 10'" Street, 1976. Source: 
Landon, 1976. 

Figure 2.12. 1718 (right) and 1720 (left) W. 10* Street, 1976. Source: 
Landon, 1976. 
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Figure 2.13. 1610 (left), 1608 (middle) and 1606 (right) W. 11 '72 Sti-eet, 1976. 
Source: Landon, 1976. 

,th 
Figure 2.14. 1614 W. 12'° Street, 1976. Source: 

Landon, 1976. 
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i t h , 
Figure 2.15. 1623 (left) and 1625 (right) W. 12'" Street, 1976. Source: 

Landon, 1976. 

Figure 2.16. 1104 and 1200 Charlotte, 1976. Source: 
Landon, 1976. 
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Figure 2.17. 1711 (left) and 1722 (right) W. 11* Street, 1976. Source: 
Landon, 1976. 

Figure 2.18. Clarksville NRHP Historic District, 1976. Source: 
Landon, 1976. 
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CHAPTER III 

PROPERTY TYPES 

Introduction 

Within the boundaries of the Clarksville NRHP historic district, there are 

currently sixty-five arehiteetiirally significant or contributing buildings. In contrast to the 

neighborhoods that are directly adjacent to the district, which are dominated by high-style 

multiple-story, and sometimes architect-designed homes, the majority of Clarksville's 

historic dwellings are vernacular in nature, displaying no overt architectural styUstie 

elaboration. These houses are simple likely due to Clarksville's isolated location coupled 

with the low-income status of many of its inhabitants. These factors did not allow the 

majority of its residents easy access to commercially milled building materials. 

Clarksville's late 19*-eentury and early 20*-eentury buildings remain as a testament of 

the innovative efforts the community's inhabitants, as they used available materials to 

create their built environment. The majority of the neighborhood's houses are therefore 

common national folk forms erected with locally found materials. A smaller number are 

based upon more formal plan-types and are eonstmeted using commercially milled 

lumber. Despite these differences, each of the neighborhood's historic houses falls into 

one of two major categories: the linear-plan (one room deep) dwelling or the massed-plan 

(two or more rooms deep) dwelling. 
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Early Linear Forms 

As evidenced by its few remaining late 19*-eentury and eariy 

20 -century dwellings, Clarksville's eariiest residences were simple, linear-plan, board-

and-batten vernacular buildings. Prior to the 1830s and the advent of balloon or light-

frame constmetion techniques in the United States, builders were typically limited to 

linear or one-room deep plan-types because both heavy timber frame and log constmetion 

allowed only for short roof spans (McAlester and McAlester, 1984). With the creation of 

the light-framing techniques and machine cut nails in combination with the extension of 

the railroads across the U.S. in the late 19th century, which provided greater access to 

commercially-milled light timbers, the one-room deep linear plan, by the early 20* 

century, began to fall by the wayside in popularity (McAlester and McAlester, 1984). 

Extant linear-plan types within Clarksville include the two-room, shotgun, and L-plan 

dwelling. 

Two-Room 

The earliest of the linear plan-types, the two-room dwelling, was based upon the 

pre-railroad, log constmetion tradition of the Tidewater South and was infrodueed to 

Texas in 1840s by settlers from that region. As Clarksville's eariy settiers built their own 

homes, they likely repeated forms with which they were most familiar, basing their 

design upon the two-room slave quarters or cabins commonly found on southem 

plantations. Rather than utilizing log constmetion, these houses were erected from 

locally available cedar board-and-batten materials. Board-and-batten constmetion is a 
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method in which exterior walls are erected from closely set vertical boards, with narrow 

wood strips covering the joints between the boards (Harris, 1998). In the Clarksville 

neighborhood, a number of these early houses were later reelad with wood 116-pattem 

false bevel siding, asphalt shingles, vinyl siding, or aluminum siding. 

As originally eonstmeted, Clarskville's two-room dwellings were one room deep 

and two rooms wide. In all cases, owners later appended shed-roof additions or lean-tos 

at the rear of these dwellings as the need for more space arose. Although originally 

covered with cedar shingles, these building's side-gabled roofs were later reelad with 

composition shingles or cormgated metal panels to provide greater weatherproofing. 

Foimdations are wood pier-and-beam, original exterior entrances were hinged single 

wood doors, and windows were one-over-one, double-hung, wood-sash units. 

Within the neighborhood, the linear two-room plan-type appears in three 

variations: the hall-and-parlor plan; the center-passage plan; and the Cumberland plan. 

Although all three of these plans are two rooms in width and one room in depth, the 

center-passage plan features a cenfral hallway (Figure 3.1). On its exterior, the center-

passage dwelling presents a symmetrical fa9ade, with a cenfral primary entrance that 

typically opens directly into a central hallway mnning the length of the dwelling. The 

two-room hall-and-parlor dwelling (Figure 3.2), in contrast, most often displays an 

asymmetrical front fa9ade, as the front entrance typically opens into the "hall," its more 

public room. In the 19* century, the "hall" functioned as an informal room that 

inhabitants used for food preparation, dining, and as a workspace (McAlester and 

McAlester, 1984). At night, this space was often used as a bedroom for the family's 
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children. The parlor fiinetioned as a formal gathering space during the day and, at night, 

fimetioned as a bedroom for the parents (McAlester and McAlester, 1984). 

The third variation of the two-room plan, the Cumberiand plan (Figure 3.3), is the 

most common of the two-room dwellings in the neighborhood. This plan features two 

primary facade entiances, with one door that opens into the hall and one into the parlor. 

In many cases these homes functioned as multiple-family units with separate families or 

members of the same extended family inhabiting each of the rooms. 

Shotgun Plan 

Although there is much debate as to the derivation of this plan-type, it is 

commonly held that the shotgun house evolved from a form that originated in West 

Africa and was brought to the American south in the 18*-eentury by Haitian slaves 

(McAlester and McAlester, 1984). A second theory of the shotgun plan's origins is that 

it was based upon the hall-and-parlor plan vertically oriented to "accommodate narrow 

urban lots " (McAlester and McAlester, 1984:90). In plan, the rectangular shotgun house 

is one room wide and several rooms deep and is always vertically oriented to the street. 

According to folklore, these houses eamed their name from the fact that one could stand 

in the front door of this house type and fire a gun to the rear door without hitting any 

interior walls. In Clarksville, there is only one such house located at 1624 W. 10* Street. 

(Figure 3.4) This dwelling was erected e. 1900 and has a c. 1920 rear addition. It is one 

story in height and, in keeping with contemporaneous constmetion, was likely erected of 

board-and-batten constmetion. The current 116-pattem, false-bevel exterior cladding 
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was likely added e. 1920 when the rear addition was erected. The building's original 

portion is front gabled with an offset projecting front-gabled porch. The entire roof is 

covered with cormgated metal siding. The foundation is composed of masonry piers. 

Windows are one-over-one, double-hung, wood-sash units on the building's original 

portion and four-over-four, double-hung, wood-sash units on the rear addition. Exterior 

decorative elements are limited to the dwelling's round Tuscan porch supports. 

L-Plan 

The latest linear plan-type within the neighborhood is the L-plan (Figure 3.5). 

Also known as the wing-and-gable plan, the L-plan dwelling displays a front-gabled or 

hipped projecting wing that intersects with a side-gabled or hipped wing to form an "L". 

Porches, if present, are set within the intersection or ell of the two wings. The L-plan 

initially appeared in the south in the late 1800s as a variation of the two-room plan with a 

front wing added to provide for more interior space 

L-plan dwellings began to appear in Clarksville about 1905. These houses, much 

like the earlier two-room houses, are simple board-and-batten vemacular stmetures that 

rest atop pier-and-beam floor systems. Windows are double-hung, wood-sash units and 

exterior entries are hinged single wood doors with large vision panels. Roofs are hipped 

or gabled and were likely originally covered with wood shingles. Porches are inset 

within the front facade ell. These houses typically displayed littie to no exterior 

decorative elements, although the Jim Morris house, located at 1712 West 11 Sfreet, 

does display decorative elements associated with the Queen Anne style, such as pent 
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eaves and a front-facade cutaway bay window. The decorative elaboration displayed on 

this dwelling is, however, the exception rather than the mle. 

Early 20* Centtirv and the Emergence of the Massed-Plan 
Dwellings in Clarksville 

Prior to the early 1800s, examples of massed-plan dwellings only existed within 

the New England region where a light-roof framing technique that successfully spanned 

more than one room depths was first developed (McAlester and McAlester, 1984). As 

the railroad gradually expanded westward, this technology rapidly spread across the 

United States and initially appeared in the American south in the late 1880s (McAlester 

and McAlester, 1984). In addition to diffusing the technology, the railroad improved 

access to commercially milled light timbers and machine cut nails, and thus this simpler 

framing method led to the emergence of the massed plan dwelling in Clarksville by 1910. 

These dwellings proved more popular than their predecessor, as they provided more 

square footage and greater versatility in room configuration. By the 1930s, the one-room 

deep linear plan had been completely supplanted by massed plan forms. In Clarksville, 

there are five types of massed-plan dwellings: the modified L-plan dwelling; the double 

shotgun; the four-room pyramidal-roof dwelling; the bungalow; and the four-room, side-

gabled plan. 

Modified L-Plan 

The earliest of the massed plan dwellings erected within the Clarksville 

neighborhood is the modified L-plan. This plan, which first appeared in Texas c. 1900, is 
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a later variation of the linear L-plan, incorporating the L-plan's projecting front-gabled or 

hipped-roof wing with a central hipped-roof mass. Unlike the linear L-plan, the modified 

L-plan featured a more open interior floor plan. Within the neighborhood, there is one 

dwelling, located at 1617 W. 12* Street, that was erected according to this plan (Figure 

3.6). This e. 1910 resource is a wood-frame, one-story dwelling that rests atop a wood 

pier-and-beam floor system. The cross-gabled/hipped roof has composition shingles on 

its exterior surface. Exterior walls are original wood-drop siding. The building features 

decorative wood sash, double-hung, one-over-one lite windows. Additional exterior 

decorative features include pent eaves and sharks-tooth shingles in the building's front 

projecting gable end. 

Pyramidal-Roof, Four-Room and Double Shotgun 
"Hofheinz" Dwellings 

Sometime around 1910, Oscar Hofheinz, a German American insurance salesman 

and developer, erected a number of both types of dwellings not only in Clarksville, but 

also in other early Afiiean-American enclaves in East Austin. Essex White, an early 

Clarksville settler who lived at 1610 10* Street, was employed as a purchasing agent and 

brokered the sale of a number of these houses to African-Americans moving to the 

community in the early 20* century. These houses, known locally as "Hofheinz houses," 

displayed plans that were reflective of wider architectural trends and popularized folk 

forms. However, the houses eonstmeted in Clarksville were unique in that these 

popularized residential forms and plan types were interpreted within a vernacular idiom 

that, in Austin, only appeared in Clarksville and other contemporaneous Afriean-
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American settlements. These plans include the massed-plan double- shotgun dwelling 

and four-room hipped-roof dwelling. 

The four-room, pyramidal-roof Hofheinz house, which appears to be an eariy 

vemacular predecessor of the bungalow plan, was typically two rooms wide and two 

rooms deep and had no interior hallways (Figure 3.7). Houses of this plan type featiired 

pier-and-beam floor systems, wood-frame constmetion and wood board-and-batten 

exterior siding. Porches were partial-width and inset within the front facade. Porch 

supports were simple square wood posts. Windows were wood-sash double-hung units 

and primary exterior entiances were hinged single wood doors typically with large vision 

panels. Exterior decoration was limited to exposed rafter ends. 

The double-shotgun Hofheniz houses featured hipped roofs and Eire three rooms 

deep and two rooms wide with no interior hallways (Figure 3.8). Much like the four-

room pyramidal roof Hofheniz house, the double shotgun featured wood-frame 

constmetion, wood pier-and-beam floor systems, wood board-and-batten exterior 

cladding, and partial width inset porches with fumed wood porch posts. Windows were 

two-over-two lite, double-hung wood sash units, and exterior entries were hinged single 

wood doors with vision panels. 

Bungalow 

In Clarksville, bungalows began to appear in the early 1920s and were built well 

into the late 1930s. The bungalow-plan was first introduced in the United States in the 

first decade of the 20* centiiry. By the 1920s, due to the popularity of building joumals. 
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pattem books, and mail order building kits such as those offered by Sears and Roebuck, 

the bungalow became ubiquitous in neighborhoods across the county as the preferred 

residential form for middle-class homeowners (HHM Inc., 2002). In its interior, the 

bungalow plan-type displays a more "open, informal" floor plan than its linear 

predecessors (HHM Inc., 2002: 28). Stylistically, although these dwellings display 

exterior decorative features associated with a number of period revival styles, the 

bungalow is most readily associated with the Craftsman style (HHM Inc., 2002). 

Decorative elements that mark this style include battered porch posts, decorative or "false 

brackets, exposed rafter ends, and banded fenestration (HHM Inc., 2002). Clarksville's 

earliest bungalows are wood-frame, front-gabled dwellings on wood pier-and-beam 

foundations (Figure 3.9). Exterior walls are clad with 116-pattem, wood drop siding. 

Primary entrances are single wood doors with glass vision panels and windows are two-

over-two lite, double-hung wood-sash units. Each of the neighborhood's 1920s 

bungalows has either a full-width inset porch or a partial-width projecting front-gabled 

porch. 

In the early 1930s, Oscar Hoflieinz erected distinetiy vemacular version of the 

front-gabled bungalow for a number of clients within the neighborhood (Figure 3.10). 

These dwellings are simple front-gabled wood-frame buildings. Roofs are always topped 

with two interior brick chimneys and finished with cormgated metal. Exterior walls were 

clad with wood drop siding. Like the earlier bungalows, they utilize wood pier-and-beam 

foundations. Porches were partial width and inset within the front gables. Unlike the 

eariy bungalows, these stmetiires were originally built with four-over-four hte or six-
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over-six lite, wood-sash, double-hung windows. Exterior decorative featiires are limited 

to exposed rafter ends and nonfunctional shutters. 

Side-Gabled, Four-Room Dwellings 

With the Stock Market Crash of 1929 and the subsequent depression in the 1930s, 

American home builders and buyers sought to modify their tastes to suit the economic 

climate, emphasizing utility and economy over style, hi comparison to the bungalows of 

the 1920s, the typical middle-class dwelling built during this period became smaller and 

almost box-like in appearance, with littie or no exterior decorative elements. Although 

similar in appearance to the contemporaneous four-to six room, side-gabled bungalow, 

these side-gabled dwellings featured a less open interior plan with smaller rooms. 

In Clarksville, this form features a four-room interior plan with shed-roof rear 

additions (Figure 3.11). Built between 1930 through 1941, these one-story houses are 

side-gabled and are erected of wood-frame or board-and-batten constmetion. 

Foundations are wood pier-and-beam. Exterior walls are board-and-batten, wood 

weatherboard, or 116-pattem, false-bevel siding. Although a majority of these houses 

have a single front facade exterior entianee, a small number display two front-facade 

primary entries. As stated earlier, the majority of these dwellings are starkly utilitarian in 

nature, with no exterior decorative elements. 
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Figure 3.1. 1608 W. 11 1/2. Ac. 1880, heavily-altered two-room, 

dwelling with center passage. 

Figure 3.2. 1614 W. 10th. Ac. 1880, hall-and-parlor dwelling. 
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Figure 3.3. 1106 Toyath, c. 1880. Cumberland-plan, two-room house. 

Figure 3.4. 1624 W 10th. A c. 1900 shotgun-plan house with c. 1935 rear addition. 
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Figure 3.5. 1712 W. 11th. Ac. 1900 L-plan dwelling with Queen Anne styhstic elements. 

Figure 3.6. 1617 W. 12th. A c. 1910 modified L-plan with Queen Anne styhstic elements. 
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Figures.7. 1623 W. 12th Street. Ac. 1915 four-room hipped-roof "Hofheinz" house. 
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Figure 3.8. 1612 W. 10th. A c. 1915 double-shotgun "Hoflieinz" house. 
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Decorative trinagular bracket 

Figure 3.9. 1710 W. 10th. A c. 1925 bungalow-plan dwelling with Craftsman 

stylistic elements. 

Figure 3.10. 1625 W. 12th,. A e. 1930 vemacular "Hoflieinz" bungalow. 
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Figiu-e3.ll. 1704 W. 11th, c. 1930 side-gabled, four-room house with rear shed-roof addition. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE PROCESS OF GENTRIFICATION IN CLARKSVILLE 

Introduction 

In 1927, the City of Austin sponsored a city plan that advocated the removal of 

Clarksville's residents and built resources and its subsequent redevelopment into a 

neighborhood park for the purpose of increasing the value of land directly adjacent its 

boundaries. Nearly forty years later, the City of Austin published an Area Analysis that 

identified the neighborhood as an urban slum due to the deteriorated condition of its 

housing. The study concluded that "major improvement through a federally assisted 

clearance and redevelopment program" was necessary (Housing and Urban Development, 

1969:9E). Specifically, that all of the neighborhood's homes and residents be removed 

and that the area be redeveloped for high-density, middle-class residential uses (Housing 

and Urban Development, 1969). In response to these and other redevelopment schemes a 

group of concerned citizens, in 1978, banded together to form the Clarksville Community 

Development Corporation (CCDC) as a measure to retain the neighborhood for its 

historically working-class poor demographic. Despite the CCDC's efforts to prevent the 

rapid appreciation of property values and the subsequent exodus of low-income residents 

from the neighborhood, Clarksville, by 2003, had emerged as a primarily middle- to 

upper middle-class neighborhood, with the average cost per square footage for property 

$204.00. In addition to displacing much of the neighborhood's indigenous population, 

Clarksville's new middle-class residents reshaped the neighborhood's built and natural 

environment to fit its tastes and needs. Gone or heavily altered are a large number of the 
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neighborhood's historic buildings, victims of middle class efforts to revitalize what was, 

by 1960s and 1970s, a severely dilapidated housing stock. 

The current chapter, using an integrated qualitative and quantitative approach, 

seeks to tiace the process of gentrifieation in the Clarksville neighborhood, hi order to 

provide a general understanding of the process, a review of the major theories of the 

causes of gentrifieation has been provided. Following the literature review is a narrative 

recounting of the primary factors that fueled the neighborhood's demographic evolution 

The Causes of Gentrifieation 

Definition of Gentrifieation 

English sociologist Ruth Glass first coined the term "gentrifieation" in a 

monograph, published in 1963, to describe specific demographic changes that were 

occurring in several 'districts' or neighborhoods in central London at that time. According 

to Glass: 

One by one, many of the working class quarters of London have 
been invaded by the middle classes -upper and lower-. Shabby, modest 
mews and cottages...have been taken over when their leases expired and 
have become elegant expensive residences. Larger Victorian houses 
downgraded in an earlier period or recent period -which were sued as 
lodging houses or were otherwise in multiple occupation - have been 
upgraded again. Once this process of 'gentrifieation' starts in a district it 
goes on rapidly until all or most of its original working-class occupiers are 
displaced and the whole social character of the district is changed. (Glass, 
1963: pg. xviii) 

This process described by Glass was first identified in urban areas in the U.S. in late 

1960s and, since that period, has been much studied. Although the literature has posited 

several different causes for this process, the standard accepted definition of 
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gentrifieation, in general, is related to the "rehabilitation of deteriorated and abandoned" 

economically depressed areas "for or by incoming middle-class residents" (Lopez, 

1998:3). In the majority of cases, these efforts involve the rehabilitation of older 

standing sti-uetures. Yet in other eases it may include the razing of old housing stock and 

building new or a combination of building new and renovating old stmetiires. Once the 

area has been rehabilitated, "maintenance expenses for property owners", rents, and 

property taxes rise (Muniz, 1998:3). Although a small number of the neighborhood's 

indigenous residents may benefit from these improvements, the increased living costs 

lead to the displacement of a great number. 

The Consumption-Side Theories Versus 
the Production-Side Theories 

Consumption Side Theories 

As previously stated, there exist a number of theories meant to explain the cause 

or causes gentrifieation. Despite this fact, most theories fit within one of two general 

paradigms; either the "consumption-" or the "production" side framework (Muniz, 

1998:22). Although both theoretical frameworks are similar in that they both place a 

focus on the restmcturing of the built and natural environment, they differ greatly on who 

and/or what forces drive the process of gentrifieation. The consumption-side theories 

more specifically focus on the consumers of gentrifiable properties and propose a model 

that is based upon an "invasion-succession" cycle (Muniz, 1998:23). According to this 

model, the city is constantly evolving, driven by the constant cycling of new groups that 

"invade" neighborhoods that are typically centrally located in urban centers, in close 
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proximity to "employment opportunities with access to mass transit, parks, and other 

amenities" (Muniz, 1998:23). These areas also typically offer a ready cheap supply of 

housing that with a high "potential for renovation" (Muniz, 1998:23). As a result, the 

invaders ultimately displace the neighborhood's indigenous residents. In this ease, it is 

the most economically fit group that dominates and eventually overtakes the 

neighborhood. 

One explanation for the gentrifiers attraction to these urban areas is their desire to 

take advantage of lower transportation costs to and from work. A second more soeio-

culturally based view for the gentrifiers choice to live within the urban core is associated 

with consumption pattems and "personal values" of the "new middle-class" (Muniz, 

1998:26). According to this theory, the shift in U.S. economy, beginning in thel980s, 

from industrial production to an economy that is primarily service-oriented eradicated a 

large number of blue-collar factory jobs and in their place created a "new middle class," 

composed primarily of white-collar "professionals, managerial types, and upper level 

adminisfrative personnel" (Muniz, 1998:26). Because the new middle-class tends to 

equate personal success with professional success, they prefer to live closer to their place 

of employment, which is typically centrally located within urban areas. Due to the focus 

on the self, the couple, and/or career, many of these middle-class households tend to be 

small, with either no or one child and therefore eschew the child-centered suburbs in 

favor of the aforementioned amenities offered by the city (Muniz, 1998). The preference 

for historic homes in the central city, as opposed to those in the suburbs, is associated 

with the desire to gain social acceptance amongst one's peers, and the emphasis the new 
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middle class places on "the display and the pursuit of aesthetically pleasing commodities, 

not just possession" (Muniz, 1998:27). It may also associated with a nostalgic longing to 

associate oneself with a history or culture that, due to gentrifieation in some eases, no 

longer exists. It is a sort of commoditization and conspicuous consumption of history. 

Production-Side Theories 

In eontiast to the consumption based theories of gentrifieation which focus on the 

manner in which consumers drive the process, "production-side" models examine the 

manner in which both gentiifiable areas and gentrifiers are produced. This model 

primarily focuses on "underiying processes" that drive gentrifieation (Muniz, 1998:29). 

One of the most prominent production-side models, first outlined by Neil Smith in 1982, 

posits that gentrifieation is driven by the "social and economic restmcturing of advanced 

capitalist societies in the housing and la-ban land markets" (Muniz, 1998:29). 

Specifically, that gentrifiable areas are created by the "movement of capital" between the 

urban and suburban areas (Muniz, 1998:29). According to this theory, the 

industrialization of the inner city in the early 1900s and the associated investment of 

capital in this area caused the value of property to increase. Therefore, in order for one 

to make a profit it became necessary to invest in the fringe areas that border the urban 

core, thus the advent of suburbs in the U.S. beginning in the 1920s. Over time, property 

in the suburbs became valuable while property values in the inner city became 

depressed, especially with the collapse of the industrial sector in the U.S. beginning in 

the 1960s. By the 1970s, due to the high value of property in the suburbs and the 
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comparatively low cost property in urban areas, investors began to look to the urban 

cores as a means to attain properties "with a potential for a modest investment to yield a 

profit after rehabilitation occurred." A result of this cycling of capital between the 

suburbs and urban areas is the creation of the "rent gap," defined as the difference 

between the assessed value of a property and its value if is brought to its "highest and 

best" use (Muniz, 1998:29). According to this model, the "cyclical movement of 

capital" and the subsequent generation of rent gap are the primary factors in the creation 

of gentiifiable areas (Smith, 1986:22). Similar to consumption side theories, this 

paradigm attributes the production of gentrifiers, to the collapse of the industrial 

economy in the U.S. and the rise of white-collar jobs. 

A second predominant production-side theory views the process of gentrifieation 

from a more general "political economic directive, focusing on private and public policies 

towards housing and on the multiplicity of actors involved in the provision of housing" 

(Nelson, 1988:15). Much of the driving force behind genhifieation, according to this 

theory, is the federally-funded urban renewal/revitalization policies of the post-Worid 

War II era. Starting in the 1960s, these programs targeted economically depressed, 

primarily urban areas for investinent and redevelopment, hi many urban areas, programs 

such as Community Block Development Grants and Urban Development Action Grants 

provided much needed fiinding to improve the cmmbling infrasti^uctiire of a number of 

inner-city neighborhoods (Nelson, 1988). However, when many of these neighborhoods 

were rehabilitated and housing stock improved, property values and subsequentiy 

property taxes and rents increased. Once costs rose, residents typically would tum to city 
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government to aid them in keeping their neighborhood intact through the housing 

subsidies, zoning, and tax abatement. Despite the fact that these grants were initially put 

into place to improve the neighborhood and retain it for lower income residents, they 

aetiially, in many cases, produced the perfect sittiation for to occur (Nelson, 1988). 

The Indicators and Causes of Gentrifieation in Clarksville 

Introduction 

Although in the past, theories as to the causes of gentrifieation have fallen within 

either the consumption-side or production-side framework, a number of more recent 

theories have advocated a more integrated approach to this understanding this 

phenomenon. According to this new line of thought, an approach that blends both models 

is more appropriate because of the complex, multi-faceted nature of the process of 

gentrifieation and the actors involved. In addition, urban environments themselves are 

complex and eonstantiy evolving. In terms of tracing the process of gentrifieation within 

Clarksville, the use of this integrated approach is the most fitting approach to frace tiie 

process of gentrifieation in the neighborhood. 

The Indicators of Gentrifieation in Clarksville 

Clarksville, a discrete, six-block neighborhood that is composed of 140 parcels, is 

located in West Austin approximately fifteen blocks west of the Texas State Capitol 

building and the city's CBD. The neighborhood is composed of a mix of historic age 

(50 years or older) and non-historic single-family and multiple-family homes. 
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Throughout most of its history Clarksville was a low-income, working-class 

neighborhood. However, starting in the late 1970s, the area began to experience a 

demographic shift as professional, primarily educated middle- income renters and home-

buyers began to move into the neighborhood. 

The Polk, Morrison, and Foumy Austin City Directories, a yeariy publication 

which lists the name, address, occupation, and sometimes race, of all residents in the 

city, indicate that from Clarksville's early period until 1960, the neighborhood's residents 

typically held low-income employment such as laundresses, porters, janitor, labors, 

cooks, yardmen, and cotton pickers. By 1960, although the majority of Clarksville's 

residents were still employed in these same low-income jobs, there were for the first 

time listings for college students residing in the neighborhood, most of whom had 

Hispanic surnames. Only ten years later, the number of students residing in the 

neighborhood almost tripled. There was also a University of Texas research assistant 

and teacher's assistant living in the neighborhood in 1970. By 1980, there was a decrease 

in the number of the type of low-income jobs that were typically held by Clarksville 

residents in the 100 years of the neighborhood's existence. There was instead a 

increased number of students renting homes in the neighborhood, as well as for the first 

time, white-collar, high-income professionals including a director of a health clinic, 

three architects, a psychologist, and a developer (one of the principals of Tao Ono) 

living in Clarksville. By 1990, the transition from a low-income to a middle- to upper-

middle income neighborhood seems to have been complete. In 1990, Clarksville 

residents were employed as attomeys, nurses, engineers, account executives, clerks. 
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students, and managers. There were also a small number of business owners living in 

Clarksville. Although, by 1990, there were some Clarksville residents that were 

working in low-income employment, they were, for the first time, in the minority. 

In addition to employment, a second viable indicator of gentrifieation is 

the rapid valorization of property in an area that formeriy had low property values. 

Throughout much of its history property values in Clarksville had been extremely low, 

especially when one considers the neighborhood's central location and close proximity to 

higher-priced upper-income neighborhoods. These low property values were due to a 

mmiber of factors including the size and condition of a typical home in Clarksville, the 

ethnic identity of the neighborhood, the economic level of the neighborhood's residents, 

and its rough topography. One early account of the neighborhood describes it housing as 

the "cheapest type of Negro shacks" (Koch and Fowler, 1927:25). By 1940, homes in 

Clarksville had an average value of $4,000 (U.S. Census Housing Block Statistics, 1940). 

Ten years later, the average value for a home in Clarksville was $4200 (U.S. Census 

Housing Block Statistics, 1950). As indicated by the Table 4.1, average property 

assessments in Clarksville remained low and fairly uniform until the early 1980s. 

Between 1971 and 1983, average value assessments jumped almost 500%>. Over the next 

twenty years, the average assessment value for the neighborhood rose approximately 

700%, from $28,554 in 1983 to $242,556 in 2001-2002. 
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The Causes of Gentrifieation in Clarksville 

Though the City plans failed in their attempts to completely redevelop the 

neighborhood in both 1927 and 1967, the City of Austin did succeed in eonstmcting the 

MoPae highway along the neighborhood's westem fiinge. The highway, eonstmeted 

tiirough Clarksville in 1975, was responsible for the demolition of neariy thirty of the 

neighborhood's houses and one business and the ultimate displacement of twenty-six 

families (Clarksville Community Development Corporation, 1979). When the highway 

was in its planning stages, Clarksville residents protested vehementiy against its 

constmetion because of the effect it would have on the neighborhood. These protests 

invited attention from the local press as well as the University of Texas School of 

Architecture, which authored a book of the neighborhood's history and aided in the 

construction of a new community center. 

The constmetion of MoPae also resulted in the City of Austin committing 

$900,000 in federal funds into Clarksville to pave and widen the neighborhood's sfreets 

as well as improve its sewerage system. With the streets paved and the publicity that 

accompanied the MoPac controversy, a number of people began to see the neighborhood 

for the first time as a viable, more economic option for living in Austin's inner city. This 

led to shift in the neighborhood's demographics, starting in the early 1970s, as a number 

of whites began to settle into the neighborhood. By 1977, the neighborhood was 

composed of 120 African-Americans, 39 Hispanies, and 67 Anglos. However, only ten 

years earlier, Clarksville had 184 Hispanic residents, 276 African-American residents and 

no Anglo residents. Although the majority of this first wave of whites were lower-
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income students and artists who rented homes, a small number were professional, middle-

class home-buyers. A number of these residents were attracted to the neighborhood 

because of tiie relatively low price of property coupled with its proximity to UT and the 

city's CBD, while others professed an interest in the area's history. Still others perceived 

Clarksville as "less hostile than other minority-populated communities in Austin and 

is., .isolated, has a very low crime rate, and is relatively free from the scmtiny of the 

police. Indeed, police department crime statistics from this period indicate that crime 

within the neighborhood included only petty offenses such as bicycle thefts, public 

intoxication, and family disturbance (Clarksville Community Development Corporation, 

1979). In addition, a number of residents expressed an interest in the neighborhood's 

diversity and ending long held attitudes that stigmatized Blacks and Whites living in the 

same neighborhood. These changing attitudes were reflective of wider social changes 

brought about by the Civil Rights Movement and accompanying legislation that produced 

a generation of young, primarily college-educated whites who were more accepting of 

living in an economically and ethnically diverse, neighborhood as long as it was 

perceived to be safe and provided access to desired amenities. 

Also attracted to the neighborhood for the aforementioned amenities was Tao 

Ono, an Anglo-owned development corporation. Although when Tao Ono entered into 

the neighborhood in 1977, they initially professed to desire to build both middle- and 

low-income housing in the neighborhood, they soon changed their sfrategy, concentrating 

on building only middle- to high-income residences. Between 1977 and 1980, Tao Ono 

acquired over half of the neighborhood's empty lots for between $3000 and $5000. On 
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these lots, Tao Ono erected middle-to upper-income housing for its largely professional, 

middle-class clientele. They also purchased older rent homes at depressed rates and 

renovated them. Once renovated, Tao Ono either sold these houses at an exorbitant rate 

or rented them, sometime neariy tripling the rent. Although the developers professed an 

appreciation of the neighborhood's diversity, through their business practices they sought 

to purposely gentiify the neighborhood. Because they were so heavily invested in the 

neighborhood, Tao Ono felt that the easiest way to tiim a profit was to drive up the value 

of tiie property by converting the neighborhood from its historically lower-class uses to 

its middle- and upper-middle class uses. By driving up the value of land in the 

neighborhood, Tao Ono was also able to assuage the reservations of lending institutions 

that were initially hesitant to lend money to clients to purchase homes in what they 

considered to be a high risk, low income neighborhood such as Clarksville. Tao Ono in 

essence protected their investment by purchasing as much property as they could in 

Clarksville and packing the neighborhood with higher income clients. As a result of these 

business practices in combination with the previously mentioned factors such as the 

paving of streets, the neighborhood's close proximity to Austin's CBD, and changing 

attitudes towards living in all black lower income neighborhoods, property values and 

thus property taxes rose within the neighborhood. 

Results of Gentrifieation on the Neighborhood 

These property tax increases in combination with the valorization of property 

values had a four-pronged affect on the neighborhood's historically low-income 
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demographic. Firstly, as property taxes rose, rental property owners increased the 

amount of rent charged, driving a number of low-income renters from the neighborhood. 

Also because of higher taxes, a small number of owners of marginal properties, unable to 

afford increased maintenance costs or unwilling to maintain their houses because the land 

was often times more valuable than the house, allowed homes to fiirther deteriorate, 

leading to the condemnation and eventual demolition of the low-income property. 

Because of the increased value of land in the neighborhood, upper-income clients 

typically purchased the resulting empty lots, and middle-class households therefore 

replaced the former low-income households. Thirdly, higher property taxes forced a 

number of homeowners, primarily those on fixed incomes, to sell their homes. Finally, 

and most fundamentally, because of the valorization of properties in the neighborhood, 

low-income people who might have had an opportunity to purchase or buy properties in 

the neighborhood in the past were barred from becoming a part of the community. 

In addition to the shift in the neighborhood's demographies, the valorization of 

property values, and increased property taxes, the process of gentrifieation had an affect 

on Clarksville's built environment. The numerous empty lots and open greenspaces that 

historically dotted the neighborhood were snapped up by gentrifiers and new houses were 

erected. A number of the neighborhood's historic homes were lost to demolition or 

altered because due to their small size and dilapidated the land they sat on was often more 

valuable than the house. Middle-income renters needing more space than or wanting a 

more modem home would buy the property only to tear down or drastically renovate it. 
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Table 4.1 

Average Property Tax Value Assessments in the Clarksville Neighborhood in Ten-Year 
Increments, 1957-2001 

Tax Year 

Average 
Value 

1957 

$4,500 

1971 

$4,640 

1983 

$28,554 

1991 

$78,288 

2001 

$242,556 

Source: Travis County Tax Appraisal District Tax Rolls, 1991 and 2001; and Travis 
County Tax Appraisal Office Tax Rolls, 1983, 1971, and 1957. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE AESTHETICS OF GENTRIFICATION IN CLARKSVILLE 

Introduction 

In the mid-1970s, middle- and upper middle-class, largely Anglo Austinites for 

tiie first time in Clarksville's history began to purchase and rent homes within the 

community. As previously mentioned, these new residents cited a variety of tangible and 

intangible factors that drew to them Clarksville. The most common reason these new 

residents proffered for their interest in neighborhood was their appreciation its rich history 

and stiong sense of community. Despite these sentiments, one of the results of this influx 

of middle- to upper-middle class residents into the neighborhood has been a slow erosion 

of its historic built environment to the extent that Clarksville's stattis as an NRHP historic 

distiiet is currently in danger. This gradual destiiietion of the neighborhood's historic 

integrity has been driven primarily by the demolition of historic resources, the alteration 

of historic buildings, and the erection of new homes within the district. 

Because Clarksville is an NRHP district and not a local historic district, there are 

no compulsory design guidelines for alterations and new constmetion within the 

neighborhood. Although there are no formal guidelines to direct development within the 

neighborhood, the vast majority of new houses erected and historic houses altered in 

Clarksville over the past twenty plus years appear to share certain design elements or 

aesthetic qualities. This common aesthetic is, in large part, unique in Austin to this 

particular neighborhood and is driven primarily by the new middle-class's perception of 

the neighborhood's history. In essence, as each house was altered or eonstmeted in the 
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neighborhood, its owner was eonstmcting his or her own version of the neighborhood's 

history that may have never existed or no longer existed because of gentrifieation. 

In terms of new constmetion, the preferred aesthetic for middle-class homes 

within the neighborhood includes recent interpretations of late 19* and early 20* century 

folk forms (vemacular mstie bam/log cabin type and the L-plan) and popularized early 

20 century massed plan-types (four-room hipped-roof plan. Bungalow, and side-gabled 

massed-plan) with varying stylistic elements applied. In terms of the neighborhood's 

historic architecture, the most common alteration is the retrofitting of the homes through 

the replacement of original historic fabric. The constmetion of rear two-story, camelbaek 

wings and the application of historic decorative elements that are not original to the 

building's constmetion are two additional alterations within the neighborhood. 

The Creation of the Rural-Rustic Aesthetic in Clarksville 

Throughout most of its history, Clarksville has been regarded by much of middle-

class Austin as a ghettoized slum/poverty pocket and its small houses labeled dilapidated 

"Negro" shacks. Its neighbors in particular perceived the neighborhood as a nuisance, 

calling for its removal and redevelopment because its presence, they believed, threatened 

to bring down the value of their property. It was not until the press surrounding the 

erection of MoPac and Crosstown Highways and the neighborhood's subsequent listing in 

the NRHP that Austinites from outside the community began to recognize and appreciate 

the neighborhood's unique history and character. The neighborhood, witii its narrow 

unpaved sfreets, board-and-batten metal-roofed homes, large lots, and plentiful 
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greenspaces appeared to many a weary city dweller to be a community from an "eariier 

era" (Swedenberg, 1981:10). Many also perceived that Clarksville, when compared to 

Austin's primarily Afiican-Ameriean neighborhoods on the east side, was "less hostile" 

(Pryor, 1976:B1). One Anglo UT student rented a home in Clarksville in 1976 stated that 

"young whites who have recently begun to move into the area see Clarksville as a mstie 

and quaint community" (Pryor, 1976:B1). It was at this point, following the 

neighborhood's stiiiggle to prevent the constmetion of the two highways through the 

neighborhood, that the characterization or theme of Clarksville as a "mstie and quaint" 

rural neighborhood from an "earlier era" replaced the greater, historically held perception 

of Clarksville as urban slum. For example, one newspaper account from this period states 

that Clarksville was composed of a "homey variety of a patchwork quilt. Tumbledown 

houses remain along with sedate vintage homes reminiscent of earlier times. Neighbors 

can still buy countiy fresh eggs and sit on the front porch to visit" (Hensen, 1977). A 

second article from this period carries this theme even further, stating that "while walking 

through Clarksville one is stmek by the feeling that he is not in Austin, but in a small 

Texas town of 20 years before" (Lyons, 1980:100). 

However noble these characterizations of the neighborhood appeared, those 

unfamiliar with the neighborhood's long history failed to realize that the unpaved streets 

and metal-roofed "tumbledown houses" with their unpainted cedar walls that appeared 

quaint to the outsider were perceived by many Clarksville residents to be the direct result 

of the city's systematic neglect of the neighborhood and the institutionalized racism that 

prevented them from gaining access to much needed funds to maintain their homes 
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(Swedenberg, 1981). These residents felt that this neglect did isolate them, leaving the 

neighborhood twenty years behind the rest of Austin. Rather than buying into this 

characterization, the neighborhood's residents voted for street improvements, despite the 

fact that it meant that property taxes would go up slightly. They also sought grants to fix 

up their homes and formed a community development corporation to build new homes 

within the neighborhood. 

Although the neighborhood's residents eschewed this romanticized 

characterization of Clarksville and sought to achieve progress by improving its 

infrastmcture, a number of outsiders were drawn to the neighborhood because of it. The 

development corporation Tao Ono was one of the earliest of these new middle-class 

gentrifiers to enter into the neighborhood, with one of its partners opting erect a home for 

his family within Clarksville primarily because it reminded him of "growing up in the 

mostiy poor black town of Port Gibson Mississippi" (Lyons, 1980:100). Once 

established in the neighborhood, Tao Ono's set forth to rescue the community from 

impending destmction due to insensitive development by establishing their own set of 

design guidelines for all new constmetion in the neighborhood. According to these 

guidelines, the way to best preserve the neighborhood as a "quiet mstie area" that existed 

within an ambiguous "earlier era" was to build homes that were "wood-frame, one to 

11/2 stories, single-family with appropriate rooflines and composition...." (Texas 

Architect, 1979:62). These guidelines fiirther stated that these houses would be erected 

using the "fabric of the neighborhood.... responding to what's happening there" (Texas 

Architect, 1979:62). They therefore advocated the constiiietion the type of "mstie," 
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bungalow, and folk vemacular plan-type and styles that would be compatible with the 

scale and style the neighborhood's historic homes and thus were not "dismptive to the 

overall historic character of the neighborhood" (Texas Architect, 1979:62). Despite the 

fact tiiat the neighborhood's indigenous population generally responded negatively to 

many of Tao Ono's homes, stating in one instance that the "bam-style" home Tao Ono 

built home at 1006 Charlotte Sfreet reminded them of a "slave cabin," this aesthetic first 

formally defined by the development company has emerged as the dominant aesthetic for 

new constioiction within Clarksville (Lyons, 2980:100). 

New Constmetion Within the Neighborhood 

In keeping with the standards Tao Ono codified for new constmetion in 

Clarksville, the design of the majority of the post-1970 homes erected in the neighborhood 

are based upon one of two general historic plan types: either late 19* and early 20* 

century folk forms or popularized early 20* century massed plan-types. Although these 

non-historic homes do not follow these early plans exactly, they do borrow the overall 

forms and associated decorative elements from their earlier predecessors. 

New Constmetion Based Upon Late 19' 
and Eariy 20* Century Folk Forms 

The Vemacular Rustic Bam/Cabin House Type 

Within Clarksville, there are two subtypes of new constmetion that are based 

upon late 19* and early 20* century folk house forms: the vemacular mstie bam/cabin 
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type and side-gabled with front-gabled wing type. The most prevalent of these subtypes 

within the neighborhood is the vernacular mstie bam/cabin type. The "mstie" vemacular 

bam/cabin type, erected within the neighborhood c.l975-2003, is a style that is loosely 

based upon the neighborhood's late 19*eenttiry linear folk plan-types (two-room and the 

hall-and-parlor plans) as they appeared when the Clarksville was initially gentrified in the 

late 19700s (Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, and Figure 5.4). This type hearkens back 

to the middle-class perception of the neighborhood as a quaint, mral area, although the 

neighborhood was located only block from Austin's CBD and, in beginning stages of its 

gentiification, there were no bams or log cabins in the neighborhood. Rather, this 

aesthetic is are more so representative of the neighborhood when its houses were in a 

dilapidated state, their wood walls unpainted wood due to negligent slumlords or the low-

income status of its owners. Elements of this type include unpainted or stained wood 

board-and-batten, weatherboard, or plywood panel exterior cladding, ribbed or cormgated 

metal roofing, stone chimneys, and the use of muted colors. Additionally there are a 

number of examples with exposed rafter ends. Within the neighborhood, these houses 

are wood-frame and either one or two stories in height. Roofs typically have a dominant 

front-gable, although hipped-roofed and flat-roof versions of this type also appear. They 

are either single-family dwellings or multiple-family duplexes and typically are set back 

far on their lots. Although the majority of these homes are vemacular in nature and 

therefore lack exterior decorative elements, some do display decorative features 

commonly associated with the Queen Anne style such as fish scale shingles in gable ends 

(Figure 5.4). 
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The Side-Gabled With Front-Gabled Wing House Type 

The second subtype of new constmetion that is based upon late 19* and 

early 20* century folk plans is the side-gabled with front-gabled wing house type. This 

house type's overall form, as typified by the homes at 1712 and 1713 W. 11* Street, is 

based largely upon the linear L-plan of the late 19* through the eariy 20* eenhiries. 

These homes, which were erected by Tao Ono in the neighborhood between 1978 and 

1982, are wood-frame, single-family, one- or two-story dwelhngs. Roofs are cross-

gabled roofs and are covered with composition shingles and exterior walls are clad with 

painted wood siding. Windows are one-over-one lite, wood- or aluminum-sash units. 

Stylistic detailing associated with this house type is generally minimal and limited to 

either Colonial Revival or Queen Arme decorative elements applied to gable ends 

(Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7). 

New Constmetion Based Upon Early 20* Century Massed 
Plan-Types 

The Hipped-Roof House Type 

Within the neighborhood, there exist three major house types that are based on 

early 20* century massed plan-types. These forms include the hipped-roof type, the Neo-

Bungalow type, and the side-gabled type. The hipped-roof house type was erected in the 

neighborhood in the early 1980s and was based largely based upon the 4-room, hipped-

roof plan-type that was originally erected in the neighborhood e. 1910 (Figure 5.8). The 

main, hipped-roof mass of the new homes conforms quite closely with its eariy 

predecessors. However, the later homes have rear two-story, gabled-roof additions to 
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allow for extra interior space. These single-family dwellings are eonstmeted of wood-

frame and rest atop a concrete slab-on-grade. These dwellings also, much like their 

earlier predecessors have board and batten exterior walls and metal clad roofs. Some, 

such as the example located at 1813 Waterston, have partial or fiill width porches on 

decorative fumed wood porch posts. 

The Neo-Bungalow House Type 

Houses of this type were erected in the neighborhood between 1978 and 2003 and 

are based upon the Bimgalow-plan type that initially popularized in the U.S. in the 1920s 

and 1930s. These Neo-Bungalow houses are single-family or multiple family duplexes 

(Figure 5.9). Some, such as the house addressed at Street and 1810 W. 11* Street, are 

near exact replicas of the Bungalow plan type, while others are more loosely based 

interpretations of the plan (Figure 5.10). These dwellings are wood-frame, one- or two-

story front-gabled or gable-on-hip resources. Exterior walls are painted or unpainted 

board-and-batten or horizontal wood siding. All have front facade porches. Additionally, 

windows are often paired. Exterior decorative features applied to this form vary within 

the neighborhood. The houses addressed at 1629 W. 12* and 1823 Waterston display 

decorative features most commonly associated with the Craftsman style, such as exposed 

rafter ends, battered wood and stone porch posts, and triangular knee brackets, interpreted 

through the "mstie" idiom (Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12). In contrast, 1803 W. 10* Street's 

faux jigsawn porch posts display an association with the Folk Victorian style, while the 

fish scale shingles tiimed wood porch posts of 1718 W. 10* Street's porch posts are 
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decorative features most commonly associated with the Queen Anne style. (Figure 5.13, 

Figure 5.14) 

Side-Gabled Massed-Plan House Type 

These houses within this subtype are single- or multiple-family dwellings that are 

based upon the vemacular side-gabled, 4-room dwellings that were commonly erected 

within the neighborhood between 1925 and 1935. The more recent interpretations of this 

plan are eonstmeted of wood-frame and have irregular plans (Figure 5.15, Figure 5.16). 

These houses tend to have a side-gabled, one-story main mass with rear intersecting two-

or three-story, side-gabled wings. In keeping with the dominant mstie aesthetic, roofs are 

primarily ribbed or cormgated metal and exterior walls are wood. Because this house 

type's stylistic predecessors are strictly utilitarian in nature, exterior decorative elements 

for this house type tends to be limited to exposed rafter ends. 

Clarksville's Historic Homes 

When the gentrifieation first gained a foothold within the Clarksville in the mid-

1970s, much of the neighborhood's housing stock was in an advanced state of decay. In 

addition, many of these houses lacked indoor plumbing and/or kitchens and the majority 

contained under 1000 feet of useable living space. It was therefore necessary for some of 

these homes to be renovated to fit needs of the wave of new incoming middle-class 

homebuyers. Within the neighborhood, these changes vary from innocuous maintenance-

related alterations such as the replacement of roofing materials to alterations that severely 
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impact a property's historic integrity, such as the addition of a two-story wing to was 

originally one-story in height. 

Common Alterations to Clarksville's Historic Homes 

The most prevalent alteration to historic homes in the neighborhood is the 

replacement of the original historic fabric with non-historic materials. For example, a 

large number of historic properties within the neighborhood have had their original 

wood-sash double-hung window units removed and replaced with more economically 

sound aluminum-sash, single hung units. Also, because of the maintenance associated 

with some types of wood exterior siding, many of these homes' exterior walls have been 

reelad with aluminum siding, plywood paneling, asbestos shingles, aluminum siding, 

brick veneer, or stone veneer (Figure 5.17). 

A second common alteration within the neighborhood is the addition of historic 

architectural elements that are not original to a dwelling's constmetion. In many eases 

these alterations are limited to the addition of fumed or jig-sawn porch posts to formerly 

vemacular dwellings or the addition of wood log porch posts to a stmcture that originally 

had simple square wood columns in attempt to make the house appear more "mstie" 

(Figure 5.18, Figure 5.19, Figure 5.20). In other eases, these alterations include the 

recladding of original exterior board-and-batten walls with historic wood-drop or wood-

weatherboard siding (Figure 5.21). 

One of the most significant alterations to the neighborhood's historic homes is the 

addition of rear camelbaek, two-story wings to one-story homes (Figure 5.22). Within 
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Clarksville, the majority of these additions have been undertaken in a sympathetic 

manner, using materials that are similar to the original fabric. Despite this fact, these 

alterations have contributed to the overall aesthetic changes in the neighborhood, which 

was originally dominated by smaller, one-story homes. 
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Figure 5.1. 1500 Charlotte, mstie bam/cabin house type, erected e. 1980. 

Stained wood board and batten 
exterior walls 

Figure 5.2. 1716 W. 11th, mstie bam/cabin house type, erected c. 1980 
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Figure 5.3. 1716 W. 10th. A mstie bam/cabin house type, erected c. 1979 
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Figure 5.4. 1610 W 10th. A mstie bam/cabin house type, erected e. 1990. 
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Figure 5.5. 1703 W. 11th. A side-gabled home front-gabled wing, erected c. 1979. 

Figure 5.6. 1712 W. 11th. A side-gabled home front-gabled wing, erected c. 1979. 
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Figure 5.7. 1641 W 12th. A side-gabled home front-gabled wing, erected c. 1979. 

Figure 5.8. 1813 Waterston. An example of the hipped-roof house type, erected c. 1985 
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Figure 5.9. 1009A/B Charlotte. A Neo-Bungalow house, erected c. 1980. 

Figure 5.10. 1810 W. 11th. A Neo-Bungalow house, erected c. 1990. 
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Figure 5.11. 1629 W. 12th. A front-gabled mstie Neo-Bungalow with 
Craftsman exterior decorative elements, erected c.2002. 

Figure 5.12. 1823 Waterston. A front-gabled mstie Neo-Bungalow with 
Craftsman exterior decorative elements, erected c.2002. 
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Figure 5.13. 1803 W. 10th. Ac. 1985 Neo-Bungalow house with jig-sawn 
porch posts, faux board and batten exterior cladding metal roof 

c ^r.'I 11 m o w loti A r- 1070 r ct p N n Run jalowhousc withQuccnAruic 
and Folk Victorian stylistic elements. 
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Figure 5.15. 1006 Charlotte. A mstie side-gabled massed-plan type, erected c. 1977. 

Side-gabled, corrugated-
metal roof 

Figure 5.16. 1822 A/B W. 10th. A side-gabled massed-plan type, erected c. 2002. 
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Figure 5.17. 1807 W. 10th Street. A c. 1915 hipped-room home with non-
historic alterations to original windows and exterior materials. 

Figure 5.18. 1200 Charlotte. A c.1910 L-plan dwelling witii recent addtion of 
tumed wood porch posts. 
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Figure 5.19. 1704 W. 10th. Ac. 1935 4-room massed-plan 
dwelling with mstie omamental tree-tmnk porch posts added recently. 

Figure 5.20. 1610 W. 11 1/2. Ac. 1890 2-room linear plan witii recently 
added jigsawn porch posts. 
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Figure 5.21. 1608 W. 10th. A c. 1905 L-plan dwelling in the midst of a 
replacement of its original exterior cladding with 116-pattem wood siding. 

Figure 5.22. 1607 W. 12th. A c. 1925 bungalow with a rear, two-story 
side-gabled camelbaek addition. Wmdows and porch have also been aUered. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

The Clarksville Historic District, originally founded as a freedman's 

colony in 1871, existed as a low-income, African-American community for much of its 

history. As a result of its inhabitant's low-income statiis, the houses erected within the 

neighborhood in the late 19* century through the first half of the 20* centiiry were 

typically modest, one-story board-and-batten or wood-frame single- or multiple-family 

dwellings. Beginning in the late 1950s, although the community remained a primarily 

low-income area, its demographic makeup began to shift as a number of Hispanic 

residents began to move into the neighborhood. Census date indicated that Clarksville's 

ethnic makeup began to shift once again in the early 1970s with the arrival of a number 

of Anglos into neighborhood. Despite the entrance of Hispanies and Anglos into the 

neighborhood, Clarksville, though the mid-1970s, remained a primarily low-income 

neighborhood its property values remained low, and it retained a good number of its 

historic homes. By the late-1970s, however, due to improvements in Clarksville's 

infrastmcture, its central location, low crime rates, and affordable prices in combination 

with changing attitudes towards race in the overall culture, a number of higher-income 

residents began to settle in the neighborhood. As these higher income residents began to 

settle into the neighborhood, it rapidly gentrified with the value of land and thus property 

taxes increased and rents increased. These increases eventually lead to the displacement 

of a number of the neighborhood's indigenous low-income residents and essentially 

barred any new low-income residents from entering into the neighborhood. An additional 
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outcome of this gentrifieation was that it irrevocably changed the neighborhood's built 

environment. 

Within the neighborhood, one of the most visible indicators that the process of 

gentiification has occurred is its built environment. In a general sense, the process has 

manifested itself most strongly within the new homes -dating from c. 1975 and later-

that the gentiifiers have built within Clarksville. Specifically, there are two aesthetic 

themes present in the neighborhood's built environment that are associated with its new 

middle- and upper-middle class homeowners. The most prevalent is the "mral/rastic" 

aesthetic. Tao Ono, an Anglo-owned, high-end residential development company first 

codified this aesthetic, which is based upon the gentrifiers' interpretation of the 

neighborhood's history, in the late 1970s. Since that period, the majority of new homes 

built within the neighborhood have utilized these principals of design. The second 

architectural aesthetic popular amongst the neighborhood's new middle- and upper-

middle class is the neo- historic form that is loosely based upon one of several forms and 

plans popular across the U.S. in the late 19* century through the early 20* century 

including the L-plan, the four-room hipped roof massed-plan, the bungalow plan, and the 

four room massed plan. Like the mral/mstie aesthetic, this aesthetic is based upon the 

gentrifiers' interpretation of the neighborhood's history. In addition to the 

neighborhood's newly built homes, the process has manifested itself thorough the 

gentrifiers' alteration of its historic homes. Common alterations include the replacement 

of original windows, exterior cladding, and porches. Also common is the addition of a 

rear, two-story camel-back addition. 
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Although this study of the Clarksville NRHP has focused on a number of issues 

related to the neighborhood's gentrifieation, such as the production of gentrifiable 

property, the tastes and values of the gentrifiers, and the manner in which the 

neighborhood's architecture has been affected by the process of gentrifieation, it has not 

specifically looked at the affects this restmcturing of the built environment has had on its 

indigenous residents themselves, including those that remain within the neighborhood 

and those that gentrifieation has displaced. Future studies related to this topic might 

build upon the current study to include such information. Additional studies could also 

expand upon the current research to include an in-depth comparative analysis of the 

manner in which the process of gentrifieation has manifested itself within the built 

environment in other former freedmen's colonies and/or other formerly low-income 

ethnic enclaves. This investigation could focus on local neighborhoods or could be more 

board in scope to include targeted neighborhoods from different states and/or regions. 
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APPENDIX A 

SANBORN FIRE INSURANCE 

MAPS FROM 1922, 1935, AND 1959 
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Figure A.l. 1922 Sanbom Fire Insurance Map. Dashed Lines outline the westem 
portion of the Clarksville NRHP as it appeared in 1922. 
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Figure A.2. 1935 Sanbom Fire Insurance Map. Dashed lines depict the southem 
boundary of the Clarksville NRHP as it appeared in 1935. 
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Figure A.3. 1935 Sanbom Fire Insurance Map. Dashed lines outline the northem 
potion of the Clarksville NRHP as it appeared in 1935. 
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Figure A.4. 1959 Sanbom Fire Insurance Map. Dashed lines outline the southem 
portion of the Clarksville NRHP as it appeared in 1959. 
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Figure A.5. 1959 Sanbom Fire Insurance Map. Dashed lines outline the northem 
portion of the Clarksville NRHP as it appeared in 1959. 
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APPENDIX B 

CLARKSVILLE NRHP NOMINATION 
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Set in tlio rolling liills of West Austin is a small enclave of Blocks, 
v.'hose ;;!iccstors founded a rural settlement in this undeveloped vrooded 
land of the 19tli century. In early accounts, Clarksville was described 
as a "dense, impenetrable cane thicket". The landscape of this area 
is rough and broken and has been difficult to develop. 

Originally the coiruimnity was coinposed of a wide scattering of sub
sistence farms with a few cattle, chickens, and hogs and some light 
agriculture. As the white neighborhoods grew westward, the density 
of the conmunity greatly increased. People no longer depended on their 
farn>s for subsistence, but were able to find v/ork as laborers and 
domer, tics and buy î ,od from nearby stores that appeared in the 1920 "s 
aiid 1930's. AltliougJi it is difficult to pinpoint, Clarksville probably 
reached its peci;-. Jn number of residents in the 1930's. Since that time 
the acreage and pO!)ulation of Clarksville have been constantly reduced. 
"Jê -er much wider than its current north/south boL'.ndaries, Clarksville 
originally scaLLorL.-ii \,-ost as far as a mile or tv/o beyond the .'-iissouri-
Facific railri£Ki ',.)•.i..-i-.s. When v/hite suburbs began developing v;est of 
the Mo-rac tracl:s. Ul.ick residents began selling out and moving 
furrh-sr cr>st. clAv:;;;ville housing still existed west of the tracks 
uiicil con5;truction began in 1971 on an CKpressway, vi;hich follov/ed the 
Mo-Pac tracts. The exprossv/ay obliterated the western end of the 
Clarksville com.-nunity destroying over 60 homos and displacing more 
than 30 families. 

Another critical factor in the reduction of the size of Clarksville 
was the plan for an cast-v/est crossto^ni expressway to connect vith 
t!ic north-south expressway. The route was planned to cut tiirough 
the middle of the Black community. AlthoLigh tlie plan for such a 
thoroughfare has recently been tabled, many Clarksville residents 
disT^lnccd by Mo-Pac felt it ->>rould be useless to relocate in Clar!-.s-
vilie -v.'ith the eventual crosstovm expressway planned. Of th.o many 
families, only 5 or 6 relocated in the west Austin conw.unity. 

T]ic current boundaries of the historic district enclose a t\,-o-Jjlock 
v.-ido 3 trip 5>eU.-.Dcn tvr.terston and west lOtli, extending the approximate 
Li-rcc. blo'c;-.,'-. 'jo:- V.ast Lynn to the Mo-Pac ocpro.nsu-ay. Tiie arc:.->, has 
co."tin-.;c:d to '.J.;- s.::.'.ev,-hat isolated from the commercial and residential 
..•roe ."..irroandi:-.-• i'., for until last summer the streets wore r.-.rrov,-, 
-.rr.vcl roL.ds and did not serve as through streets, 'i'lie cicy resurfacad 

treats v.ith ar. oil base surface for the first time last fall. 

-:l.-30 disr..l:ivs a different economic level rro:n the cn.-ircl-ing 
rhoods.'" Within Clarksville all of tl\e houses are small. 

Figure B.2. NRHP Inventory-Nomination Form for the Clarksville Historic 
District. Page 2. 
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one story, frame or board and batten construction. Most houses show 
influences of the Victorian period, for instance in their narrow 2/2 
or 4/4 light windows, the steep roof pitches, simple Victorian porch 
trim or turned posts. Some show early 20th century bungalow influences 
in the porch and column shapes. But none of the houses display a 
stylistic mode characteristic of wealthier homes. Most were constructed 
cheaply with available 19th and early 20th century building materials. 
Additional rooms and porches were added with affordable materials, 
regardless of design. Of the 98 remaining houses in Clarksville most 
appear to have been built in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 
Probably a" few were built in the mid-20th century, and two houses are 
of recent construction (within the last 10 years), The housing 
condition has reached a critical state in Clarksville. Many of the homes 
have leaking or collapsed roofs and walls, insufficient electricity, 
"'̂ or plumbing and, in some cases, no indoor pltimbing at all. 

Clarksville is made up entirely of residential structures and the 
commnnity church. In a few cases businesses have periodically located 
in homes, but there are no coimnercial buildings in the district. Along 
West L-nn some houses were torn down in the 20th century to accomodate 
small commercial structures, but these are excluded from the district 
boundaries. 

Dominating the district is the wood frame Sweet Home Baptist Church, 
Designed by a Clarksville builder, W. S. Edmerson, the exterior design 
reflects the simple interior basilican plan. Sheltering the nave is a 
two-story pitch roofed rectangular mass, creating a tall central space 
on the interior. Shed roof wings on the east and west facades enclose 
the side aisles. The shed roofs are attached below a clerestory of five 
small windows on each side. Built on a sloping lot, the basement level 
with windows is visible on the east and west facades Eind the side 
entrances to the church are reached by raised" wooden stairs. On the 
north (main) facade an attached, one-story gabled porch, with enclosed 
end bays and an inset gallery between them shelters the central double 
door. -A simj-'lo louvered belfry with a low hipped roof rests on the pitch 
of i lio porch roof and rises above the roof of the nave. The south (rear) 
facai-̂  displays two full levels. On the ground level are tv/o windows and 
tv.'O double door entrances which enter into the "Fellowship Hall." 

Si 

\ 
V 

Figure B.3. NRHP Inventory-Nomination Form for the Clarksville Historic 
District. Page 3. 
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On the church level are four windows across the back of the nave 
and a lower flanking window on each side at the end of the aisles. 
A square vent is located under the gable pitch. The church presently 
has n-ijor foundation problems. Telephone poles grounded in cement are 
angled against the foundation wall at the rear to stabilize a large 
bulge in the sliding foundation. 

Drainage is a severe problem in Clarksville. The area is 
traversed by creek washes which carry waste from open storm sewers. 
Drainage is a major problem, primarily because Clarksville is a 
recectical for the watershed and storm sewer runoff from adjoining 
develooed areas. Manv homes were built in low areas of Clarksville 
before these surrounding residential areas developed and now often find 
their houses flooded during oeriods of rainfall. 

Jiv/are of the crit.ical situation in the community and the lack of 
-evious services, the City of Austin voted this year to e.-<psnd 5100.000 

.- !;o'J3ir,7 ,nnd Community l.evelopment funds toward emergency housing 
rehabilitation, $750,000 toward street engineering and drainage 
improvements and $50,000 for Dark improvements. 

Open spaces within the community are many. Along 10t!i Street 
residences are located on both sides of the street except for a large 
green, terraced open space on the south side between Charlotte and 
Toyath. Tliis vacant land forms the back of the property which once 
belonged to the Old Confederate Home and is now owned by the University 
of Texas and used for Married Student Housing. Because the land rises, 
hov/ever, the student housing is not visible, and the well-kept open 
land forms an attractive boundary. The only designated park area is 

. the Clarksville playground, operated by the City Parks and Recreat.lon 
Department, on vacant property between 10th and 11th Streets in the 
1800 block near the expressway. There are several other open spaces 

. within the community as indicated on the sketch map. Some of the vacant 
land is undeveloped and other a'reas are lots bought up by the city 
in -.nuicipation of the crosstown expressway. An attractive wooded. 

- hill- -,re\ on the east end of the 1800 block bounded by West 10th, 
Tovat:-., r.nd West 11th is being considered as a city park. Another 
vacar.': lot at 1004 Charlotte is known as the "tot lot", for its owner, 

• Sey-.o'.r V.-asliington of yie community, allows it to be used by little 
•hildrop. as a play area. 

O 

w o .-92 «55 

Figure B.4. NRHP Inventory-Nomination Form for the Clarksville Historic 
District. Page 4. 
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Tliere are a fev/ intrus.i.ons in the district. The most unsightly 
one is a mobile home recently moved onto a vacant lot at the comer 
of 11th Street and Charlotte by a local Austin musician. The existence 
of coitmiunity pride is evident by the number of complaints by local 
residents regarding his Linkept grounds and wandering goats. Another 
mobile home is located behind a West Lynn Street commercial building 
on an alley between 11th and 12th Streets, but the structure is not 
visible unless one travels 6awn the alley. Located to the east and 
adjacent to the Haskell House, 1703 Waterston, is the garden lot of a 
Horticultural Center, a mercantile business located on near-by VJest LiTin. 
The lot is not unattractive, simply inconsistent with the regular pattern 
of residenfial housiny in the district. 

Figure B.5. NRHP Inventory-Nomination Form for the Clarksville Historic 
District. Page 5. 
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Clarksville is an historic Black neighborhood, founded as a rural sett 
mont v.-ost of Austin in the 1870's. Despite the growth of white suburb 
neighborhoods surrounding Clarksville in the early 20th century and 
despite tno tact t liat the predominant Black settlement is now conccntr. 
m the eastern p,rt of the city, the community has survived as a small 
Black enclave m ^•-cst Austin. Clarksville rei^resents one of the olde<5t 
continuous noi<:i,borh.oods in the city. Unlike the eventual decline of 
some older ncighborlioods, Clarksville has been occupied continously by 
new concratioi!;:, n-intaining a sense of lineal stabilitv. The settle
ment h^G been \:nc liiMo of working class and farming Blacks, in additio 
to prominent Black loaders. Set apart from the rest of v/est Austin by 
Its narrow Linpavcd streets, extremely modest frame and board and batte 
one--'-: to:-;.- houses, .intl \>70oded undeveloped lots, the area i.s a visually 
identifiable district. More important, however, is the fact that this 
neighborhood, s-iinlralizing the struggle of Black f,nmilie3 in 19th ccntu 
Austin to create a nov; life and community of tl-ioir ou-n, remains intcict 
despite 20th century threats. Clarksville represents an epoch of ethn 
history that figures prominently into the development of Austin. 

Following Emancipation in Texas many Blacks deserted the plantations 
and entered cities in sea.rch of employment, educational opportunities 
and military protection. In Austin, as in other cities, tiiis situatio 
created a desperate need for affordable housing. Black leaders, such 
Scv. Jacob Fontaine, an Austin minister, v/ent to v.-hite land agents see: 
to got large portions of property subdivided and sold to freedmen so 
they could build their o\m houses. One of the most influential aids t. 
t!ic Blac;:s v;as the Freedman's Bureau, established by Congress in 1SG5 
arisist tlio nev;ly-freed slaves and impoverished v;hitcG. Operating in 
T-?.::.:i for four years, ono of t.he organization's consistent picas v.-as o 
urg-_' Black lar/.llics to avoid the oppressive rent system. 

Oil Augys-t 11, 1371, Charles (Griffin) Clark boug!\t fv.'o aci:;;£ of land f 
:•:, C-. .Siiclly vest of the city of Austin on what is today wost lOUi str. 

fomor slave, Clark had chosen the surname ar. his freeman's naino. 7i 
ni ty '•••as later named in honor of this man who founded tlie Black 
ity. His land formed the nucleus of the co.n-uv.unity that Clack, 
inq Z.O tradition, wanted to found for newly-freed men and wontcn, 

iffriTn—maniwiiiii MIIWHIMII I I II HI I I I I I imii I i KBBS Mniummiiuin 

Figure B.6. NRHP Inventory-Nomination Form for the Clarksville Historic 
District. Page 6. 
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giving them the opportunity to direct their own lives with the support 
and encouragement of their friends. 

The land on which Clark settled \7as about a half a mile south of an 
1850"s Greek Revival Mansion on an adjoining plantation ov.Tied by 
E.M. Pease, tlio Governor of Texas from 1853 to 1857, a Union sympathizei 
during the Civil Kar and later a Reconstruction Governor. Local resident 
contend tiiat in the 1870's Pease gave several lots in Clarksville to 
some of his former :5laves. It is possible that part of this area could 
have been wscd for slave quarters prior to the Civil V7ar, for the 
boundaries of the old Pease property are adjacent to tlie Clarksville 
corrjnunity. TI\c friendly relationship between Pease and Clarksville 
residents coi\tinuea over the years. A Christmas party for Clarksville 
children -vr.it, given anivaall-y on the Peasi Estate and freqiiently the 
Junctccnth ('I'oxas Khiusoipation Day) festivities vrauld be celebrated ther 

Kany bl<iok nottleris lollo-vired Clark in the 1870's to the location west of 
Aiistin. J::J;;CX Carrui.jton bought land on Waterston street from Max Mass 
on December 9, 1872. Mr. Carrington v/orked on the Negro staff OJ: the 
Washington Hose Conpany, an early fire department. Tlie Carrinaton famil 
membors have bean continuous residents of Clarksville. Essex's grandsor. 
Hev. II. J. Carrington, a longtime minister and a community organizer and 
loader, died just a fciv years ago and his wife resides at 1715 Vfat-orsor.. 
Jim Morris moved into Clarksville in 1875 and his house stood until just 
recently on '•(OEt 11th street. Morris worked for Governor Pease on the 
Pease Estate. 

In 1875 Rose Walker bought land in the area of v/cst 11th. and Essex ?A'C. 
Iv'iien Mrs. Walker and her husband died they deeded tlie property to their 
foster daugliter Bcttie Bryant. Mrs. Bryant's husband. Reason, was 
employed ît ':he Round Rock stone quarry and \nxs also trusizce of the 
corir.'.unity church. ?.o.a3on and Bettio Bryant, in turn, willed their 
proi)crt-y' io ilieir daughter Lillian Bryant Edmerson. In 1921, '.villis 
L̂ . Edmouro;i, -. co.nt-actor, settled in Clarksville after marrying Lilliar.. 
KtLiorsoL! la;.,r irow up the plans for rebuilding the present Clarksville 
ch.urch, in :iauition 'co building several hoinô ; in the cc.Tir.iunit-/. 

Figure B.7. NRHP Inventory-Nomination Form for the Clarksville Historic 
District. Page 7. 
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• He was also responsible for several other buildings in Austin, including 
the First New Mount Olive Church, Rosewood Church, St. Peter's Methodist 
Church and HcKinley Heights Church. Mrs. Edmerson still lives at the 
- corner of west lltji and Old Essex Avenue. 

Perhaps the oldest house in the district is at 1703 Waterston. The 
• property \«as purchased January 1, 1875, by a former slave named Peter 
Tucker, and the house was probably built shortly afterward. The house 
v.-as oivncu by a succession of residents until Hezekiah Haskell, a former 
• Union solider from Baltimore, married into the family that lived there 
in 1885. Haskell had come to Texas as a. "Buffalo Soldier", and member 
of tJie Black Cavalry Units that were brought to Texas in the 1870's 
and 1880's to fight the Indians. His son, also named HeziJciah, continued 
to reside in the house until his death in January, 1976, at the age of 
53. 

One of the most pro!;-.i.nu;nt Black leaders to live in Clarksville v/as 
Elias Mayos, who served tavo terms as a State Legislator from Brazos 
County. Elias Mayos was one of 8 Black Legislators to the 16th 
Legislative session in 1870 and one of only 2 Black Legislators to the 
21st session in 1889. Mayes was bojm in Conecuh County, Alabama, in 
1831. He came to Texas in 1863, settling first in Montgomery County. 
In 1866 he moved to Brazos County where he farmed and served as pastor 
of his neighborhood church. Elias purchased two lots on west 10th street 
in Austin from Charles Clark in 1884. His son, Ben May (at some time 
the last tv/o letters were dropped on the name) lived on the original 
property at 1624 vfest 10th until his death in 1975. 

Until the 1930'?= Clarksville was surrounded by a wooded area, './hite 
families began building in v/est Austin as early as tlie 1880's, but the 
riain housing area \%'as still about a mile east of the black community 
and there were no through roads to Clarksville. Just to the south 
of Clarks"<?illc a horie for Confederate veterauas was built in the 1880's ani; 
v/as in contiruial use until the last residents died in the late 1960's. 
Tiic home prov-idcd employment for some Clarksville residents, and accordin.;: 
to local :;torlĉ , the tv;o groups proved compatible neighbors. 

Figure B.8. NRHP Inventory-Nomination Form for the Clarksville Historic 
District. Page 8. 
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Probably the most significant force binding the community together 
since the 1880's has been the community church. Sweet Home Baptist 
Church. As soon as people began settling in Clarksville, they informally 
organized the church, Edmund and Mary Smith began holding prayer meeting: 
in their home. These became the basis for community interaction and 
e.-:Ghange. On July 1, 1882, land for the church was bought by the 
Clarksville residents for $50.00 cash. The first meetings on the church 
property wore held under a brush arbor and the church was built shortly 
arterward. llie church building has been rebuilt three times, the last 
ti:.\e in 1935. According to the plan of local resident, W. S. Edmerson, 
the 1935 structure faces north on 11th street. The church has bound 
the Clarksville together throughout its history. Serving as the 
me_ting pljco for comir.unity organizations, as v/ell as for religious 
p-'.rposes, Sv.-oct Home nerves as the focal point of the neighborhood. 

Tr,e minister of Sweet Home has always played a central role in tiie 
l-.iliLical, L;ocLal and irciigious life of the community. Many of these 
.'̂ linistors have become recognized leaders outside of the community, as 
v.'oll. ."̂ ev. Jacob Fontaine, an early organizer of Sweet Home Baptist 
Jiurch was a leader in unifying the Kegro Baptist churches in Austin 
and founded the first Austin Black newspaper, "The Gold Dollar". In 
the late 1940's and 1950's the pastor of Sweet Home Baptist Cliurch, 
Rev. W. L. Holland, won national fame as a welfare worker and organizer. 
Ho founded the West Side Community House, whose goal was to train and 
find employment for Negro domestics. In the late 1950's he helped 
organize a neighborhood child care center, clinic, etc. 

Another important clement in Clarksville x<ra.s the Clarksvillt school. 
Tl-.e first Hchool cla.':iscs were taught by Maggie Hayes, v/ifc of Elias 
Na--cs. ICnosim as "Pay School",classes were first hold in the .Mayos Home 
an..i later in the church building. In 1917 a structure was built on the 
lot nov7 serving as the Clarksville playground and this public school 
'•:• called i.h.; ClarkoVille Colored School. It served grades 1-G, after 
V.:1.J!I Clar}. "i I.Le children were bussed to East Austin to attend Junior 
a;-.';1 .Senior iii.c|h School. Periodic enrollment counts taken in 1924, 
1--.4, and I'J i •),respcc;;ively, shov; 69, 66, and 70 students. The school. 
: -c -those yea-L.: .--.taffed by all Black teachers and a r-lack principal, 
^ .-./-ed as an important educational and unifying element in the growing 

Figure B.9. NRHP Inventory-Nomination Form for the Clarksville Historic 
District. Page 9. 
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community. The school was moved in the 1960's and the children were 
absorbed into surrounding schools. 

The semi-rural atmosphere that surrounded and isolated Clarksville 
during the first 50 years of its existence began changing dramatically . 
in the 1920"s and 1930's. During the 1920's R. Niles Graham, inheritor 
of the Peaso Kstate l)egan to subdivide the former Pease land into an 
exclusive subdivision known as the "Enfield Addition". Large to/o-story 
mansions and wealthy residents began appearing in this area while more 
modest homos v/ore built immediately to the east of Clarksville. Kev/ 
employment advantages existed for Clarksville residents, but city im
provement.'; to ti^c surrouiiding subdivisions v/ere not extended to the 
Black neighLorl\ood. In fact, by 1928 the city accepted a Master Plan 
whicV. roconuHondcd "tli.-it all the facilities and conveniences be provided 
tho t.'egrocL; in .'last .'Xû Uin, as an incentive to draw the Hegro population 
to tlTO area''. Wiile tliic Master Plan was eliminated in favor of a new 
ono. m 1954, only a minirial amount of city services have been provided to 
Clarksville. 

Prior to 1971 Uie Clarkiiville community spread several blocka west of 
the Missouri-Pacific Railroad tracts. Many residents sold their property 
v,-est of tlic tracts as white suburbs spread further west. But the most 
de-vastating force to tlxo community came in 1971 when a north-south express 
way began construction on either side of the Mo-Pac tracks and nearly 
1/3 of tJia Clarksville houses were razed to accomodate the transportation 
route. Another major threat came when the City voted in 1972 to build 
an east-v/est crosstown expressway to connect with the Mo-Pac expressv/ay. 
Tî e route v/as planned to cut tiirough the center of the narrov/ Clarksville 
di.<5'.;rict, effectively eliminating the neighborhood. Due to a syinpathetic 
study done by Ihe U.niversity of Texas Architecture department, adverse 
public reaction, and sharp inflationary price increases, the plan has 
been t-ablcd, but has not yet been eliminated from the City Master Plan. 

C.)ur.-;ircousl.y, Clarksville has withstood the innumerable 20th century 
oncroachmcnLc, Cf t}io G or 7 com.parable Black enclaves that sur\-ived 
t'iii.-ou-;jh. tho <j-irl'/ 20th centur"/ in various locations throughout the city, 
only Clarksville and a siTiall Black neighborhood in nortlxeast Austin 
r-or.iain. i:o-.v- the r.ost critical threat to the co.̂ -nunity"s survival is the 
actorioraUing condition ol; its homes and the terrible condition of its 

Figure B.IO. NRHP Inventory-Nomination Form for the Clarksville Historic 
District. Page 10. 
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S t r e e t s and d r a i n a g e system. With t h e i n c r e a s e d p u b l i c i t y about 
C l a r k s v i l l e ' s h e r i t a g e and a growing awareness of t h e community's 
p r i d e and u n i t y , t he c i t y has committed i t s e l f to a major e f f o r t a t 
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n . Housing and Community Development funds fo r 1976 
have been vo ted to t h e a rea fo r hous ing r e h a b i l i t a t i o n , s t r e e t and 
d r a i n a g e improvements, and park improvements. By working c l o s e l y 
w i t h C l a r k s v i l l e r e s i d e n t s and h i s t o r i c a l groups , the c i t y hopes to 
a s s i s t t h e neighborhood in ach iev ing a nevy v i t a l i t y witixout l o s i n g i t s 
o l d i d e n t i t y . 

Figure B.l I. NRHP Inventory-Nomination Form for the Clarksville Historic 
District. Page 11. 
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Figure B.13. NRHP Inventory-Nomination Form for the Clarksville Historic 
District. Page 13, district boundaries. 
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TAO/0NO...AN INTERVIEW [ 
Charles Barker is the architect of TAO/WIO, Inc. In this interview he explains 
his point of view and what prompted his company to design the bam style house. 

"Originally we carae in to build houses 
for ourselves. As we looked around the 
situation here became clear: Clarksville 
was In an adv2u>ced stage of decline, 
young Blacks were leaving. Whites were 
moving in,- and a lot of property was held 
by absentee landlords who were doing 
nothing to repair houses. 

From my point of view, Clarksville 
had become a bubble. It was a Black 
connunity, surrounded by White com
munities, close to very expensive 
property and adjacent to major roads 
that lead downtown. It had been pro
tected only by being Black and by sub
standard conditions. When I heard the 
community was finally getting the street 
and utility improvements they wanted and 
deserved, I realized they were also 
losing the only thing protecting them. 
This pushed Clarksville from the 40's 
Into the 70's overnight. 

Understanding what was happening here, 
and has happened around the country, 
we began to think of how we could 
stop this process and preserve the 
historic neighborhood. We then 
established goals for responsible 
development before the land values 
would rise so much as to allow only 
apartments to be built. This we've 
called "preventive development". 

Clarksville sees itself as a special 
area, but only the neighborhood and 
US see it that way. Legally almost 
nothing protects Clarksville, and 
like It or not we are the beat 
alternative for development. He want 
•to protect a coinnunity exposed to 
• progress and we want to help build a 
reputation for a struggling young com
pany. 

We have based most of what we're 
doing on community input-we've 
built small, single family houses 

-_«U«kt^Ju> jj»„were similar to the 
houses-^arouiia'r-^*««-*iej*artedJ>uildlng 
(unfortunately the house on 10th was 
first and it is one of the largest we 

fc«.^" ''""<»> the fears of people came 

out and they stopped talking to us. 
Communication really broke down. ^ 

I would like to point out two things: 
1) TAO/ONO has been working in 
Clarksville for 2 1/2 years and to my 
knowledge, no Blacks have been displaced. 
2) Although we've been called every name 
in the book, we would still like to try 
to work with the community. 

In the case of the barn style house, 
I want to explain that the owner of 
the lot came to us to talk about the 
design of a house. He wanted a log 
siding barn with a tin roof. It would 
have been a prefabricated cabin. His 
dream was to have a large space to 
work on the cars he owns and a living 
space upstairs. 

We have tried to keep this house as 
close as we could to the upper limit we 
established for size in Clarksville. 
I think it's still in keeping with the 
neighborhood; It's about the scale of 
the 10th Street house we built. 

Since the owner of the lot bought the 
property and came to us, we weren't in 
a position to tell him he couldn't build 
what he wanted. He could have gone to 
another designer in that case. From my 
view point, I would rather work with this 
man 2md have some control to make it as 
good as I could. We wanted to do the 
best we could and not leave it up to some
one else who hasn't worked with the com.,-
munity's needs and requirements. 

I really wish all of this could come to 
(, good conclusion with everyone working 
together. We don't wish to drive out 
Blacks or renters, and we wish to see 
Clarksville remain a mixed income and 
mixed race neighborhood. 

If we were all working together, every
one would come out on top. We could 
help Clarksville in their goals and they 
could help us preserve what we all value 
In-Clarksville. If there is no communi
cation , there is no chance for that to _ 
happen." 

Figure C. 1. Interview With Charles Harker of Tao Ono. Source: Clarksville 
Community Development Corporation, 1979. 
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THE KOCH AND FOWLER REPORT 
PREFACE TO SECOND PRINTING 

The consulting firm of Koch and Fowler in 192? 
prepared a City Plan for Austin, Texas. Community 
progress in the ensuing JO years testifies to the 
plan's Influence on policy decisions In both public 
and private enterprise. . 

Although the pattern of growth since 192? has 
gejierally followed the Koch and Fowler proposals, the 
plan was not kept current with our rapidly changing 
city life. Several attempts during the I9l|j0»s to up
date the plan further accented the need for a program 
of continuous revision. A new City Charter adopted 
in 1953 established the Department of Planning and 
spelled out the duties of the City Planning Commission 
Including the drafting and maintaining of a new city 
plan. Technical work on the new plan began in February, 
I955» and was completed In October, 1956. 

Since copies of the Koch and Fowler plan have not 
been available in recent years, this report is being re
printed to make possible its comparison with the current 
Austin Development Plan in terms of actual city develop
ment during the intervening period. 

Original text of this report has not been altered, 
but all Illustrations have been grouped at the end. This 
arrangement has been necessary because the mimeographed 
report omitted several Illustrations and the photostat 
negatives no longer can be copied. The complete set of 
drawings has been reproduced from prints In the files of 
the Department of Planning and of the City Clerk. 

Austin, Texas V.L. Mike Mahoney 
February, 1957 Director of Planning 

Figure D. 1. Koch and Fowler City Plan. Page 1. 
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Travis Heights and ultimately connect witb the present San Antonio 

highway. This connection will enable tourlBts to by-pass the businesB 

district Of Austin, and continue to the oorth and northeast over a 

beautiful parkway, without the Invonvenience of passing thought the 

business district. It will also enable the residents in the Travis 

Heights are to reach the business district and other portions of north

east Austin in a more direct manner. It will tend to relieve the 

congestion on the Congress Avenue viaduct as well as the congestion 

on the approaches of same. 

At sometime in the future, depending upon the growth and 

development of the district, a nelf^borhood park should be provided 

in the vicinity of Johanna Street and Annie Street between South 

First and Newton Streets. This park would be ideally located to serve 

a considerable area of residential property. The land should be acquired 

while it is yet reasonably priced and before the natural growth of timber 

and other features are destroyed. It can now be acquired in a block 

large enough to make a worthwhile park, whereas if development takes 

place it may be impossible to secure a suitable size area without con

siderable difficulty. 

Similarly, we are recommending the ultimate establishment of 

t. neighborhood park in the vicinity of Eleventti and Twelfth Streets Just 

"^st of the I & G N Railroad. This property, while it adjoins the City 

-̂T.its, iB well located to serve as a neighborhood park for this area In 

*.le future, ijie topography is very rough and is at present occupied by 

Figure D. 2. Koch and Fowler City Plan. Page 2. 
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the cheapest type of negro shacks, whereas the property immediately 

adjoining is more valuable and can eventually be residential property 

of the highest order. The acquisition of this property for park pur

poses, and the removal of the present type of development, will 

increase the value of the surrounding property many times the cost of 

the acquisition thereof. 

Another neighborhood park which we consider very essential 

Is in an area which there are now no facilities for a neighborhood park, 

and which is not accessible to any of the proposed neighborhood parks in 

the neighborhood of Eleventh and Chlcon Streets. This park is recom-

•nended to be developed as a negro "neighborhood" park. The location is 

very favorable for the proposed_jiefS2_$i5*Eict and the value of the 

land at the present time is very low. 

One of the most interesting historical spots in Austin is the 

)ld French iiubassy. This building, it is claimed, is the only building 

•ver erected by a foreign country on American Soil. The building erected 

;n l8Uc Is, of course, in a poor physical condition and it is question-

«tle whether the building itself could be preserved for any length of 

'-i-se, but It would be desirable for the City rf Austin to commemorate 

•r... site of this building, and to perpetuate the historical spot. We 

'•'-'^ I that no better way would be possible than to acquire the ground 

---.-r ar.ding this site and to convert the same into a small neighborhood 

Figure D. 3. Koch and Fowler City Plan. Page 3. 
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that this play-field be enlarged and developed to provide for a modern 

play-field. We also recommend that other play-flelde be established in 

various part of the city. If it is the intention of the school board 

to provide additional high echools, such play-fields should preferably 

be located at, or adjacent to, these hlgji schools. 

There has been considerable talk in Austin, as well as other 

cities, in regard to the race, segregation problem. This problem can

not be solved legally under any zoning law known to us at present. 

Practically all •ttem#ts of sueh have been proven unconstitutional. 

In our studies in Austin we have found that the negroes are 

present in small numbers, in practically all sections of the city, 

•excepting the area Just east of East Avenue and south of the City 

Cemetery. Ihis areati seems to be all negro population. It is our 

rpcommendation that the nearest approach to the solution of the race 

""Rregatlon problem will be the recommendation of this district as 

1 negro district; and that all the facilities and conveniences be pro-

/tJed the negroes in this district, agjaa^lacentlve to draw the negro 

copulation to jhla area, "mia will eliminate the necessity of duplication 

flf white and black echoolB, white and black parks, and otbfer dnplioate 

-'«<Mlttle8 for this area. We are recommending that sufficient areaifee 

»>̂ !»uire(3 adjoining the negrb hi^h..school to provide adequate space for 

* «o»plete negro play-field in connection with the negro high school. 

• 'urther recommend that the negro schools in ttiis area be provided 

»aple and adequate play ground space and facilities eitoilar to 

-' '-'te schools of the city. 

Figure D. 4. Koch and Fowler City Plan. Page 4. 
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CaLot's 
INTERIOR 
STAINS 

To bring out the 
best in wood 

Cabot's Inienor Stains pro
vide the traditional tiat fin
ish so popular lor paneling, 
beams woodwork, floors, 
arxl unfinished lurrtiture. 
Easy to appty with brush 
or dolh, Cabot's tntenor 
Stains accent the beauty 
of the wood grain, protect 
by penetrating deep into 
the wood fibers. Choose 
from 17 meftow colors. 

Cab^:L^^^^ns of Houston 
\ '7164 

\Orive 
77027 
112 

In the News 
Contmufd from page J 9. 

Harker and Tao/Ono-dciigntd Clarksville residence. 

Neighborhood Revitalization: to the Barricades in Austin 

Rc$t(Jcn(!> of a low-income West Aus
tin neighborhood squared off recently 
against an Austin architect who may 
mean well in trying lo upgrade the area 
in a •"sympalhetic way" but whose de
signs on the community, ^esident^ feel, 
arc far more threatening than bene
ficial. 

"We're being cast as a big Houston de
veloper who wants lo come in. scrape 
the neighborhovid clean, drive away ihc 
kmg-timc residents and build a bunch of 
condominiums." says architect Charles 
Marker, president of Tao/Ono, Inc. 

Nothing. Harker says, could be further 
from his mind. 

Clarksville, a low-income neighbor-
hootl pocket in the affluent hills of West 
Austin, h a predominantly black com
munity with more than half of its 96 
houses occupied by renters, according to 
ihe Clarksville Community Development 
Corporation. The 30.5-acre core of the 
neighborhood was entered into the Na
tional Register of Historic Places in 
1976, based on its historical significance 
as an all-black rural settlement founded 
by former slaves in the 1870s. Clarks
ville's distinction is due also lo its con
tinued existence ever since as a pri
marily black enclave surrounded by later 
West Austin suburban development, de
spite the growth of the city's major black 
community in East Austin. 

In recent years, however, due largely 
to a city-sponsored road and utility im
provement project in the area and an 
increasing demand for near-town hous-

•Avader Inquiry Can) 

ing, Clarksville's properly vjlues and its 
appeal to middle-income "urban pio
neers" have soared correspondingly, to 
(he point that the neighborhood is prac
tically up for grabs in Austin'i> thriving 
real estate market. 

To forestall any rampani high-dcnsiiy 
development of the area, Harker says, 
he began buying vacant lots in Clarks
ville two years ago on which to build 
modest single-family homes that would 
blend with the hisioric chardclcr of the 
neighborhood—an effort, he says, at 
•preventive development." His company 
put together a design criteria booklet to 
encourage other developers to limit any 
new construction to conform to the 
styles of existing housing sUKk. ranging 
from I K70s-vintage shanties to 1920s and 
'30s bungalows. 

In two years Tao/Ono has completed 
three houses in the area, with one cur
rently under construction and several on 
the drawing boards. All are wood-frame, 
one to one-and-a-half story, single-
family, with appropriate n.K>( lines and 
composition, and all ranging in price 
from 522,000 lo S48.O00 

"For development to be responsible 
development." Harker says, "it must be 
done slowly and sympaihciicaHy. by 
working within the fabric of the neigh
borhood and responding to what's hap
pening there " 

What's happening there now is or
ganized resistance lo the threat of dis
placement, "upgrading" of the neighbor
hood so much that the low-income 

Texas Architect 

Figure E.l. Tao Ono Article in "Texas Architect." Page 1. 
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BIG MAN IN 
STRUCTURAL STEEL 

Reliable. Competent.Respected, 
Take your pick. 
They all describe Jorge Abi 

Rached. Class A Finer in 
Mosher's San Antonio plant. 

Bom in Tampico. Jorge 
emigrated to the United States 
in 1952 and went to work in the 
steel business two years later 
He's been contributing to 
Mosher's success ever since— 
making certain that the thou
sands of tons of steel he works 
on m/vf the Mosher standard of 

^ry respect. 
>,'s checking is for 
\ in to be used in 

tinum plant in 
When that steel 

/duledonthesite. 

Ome 31 or. Reader 

it will fit like a glove Because 
Jorge Rached cares about die 
kind of job he does 

Mosher's reputation as the 
big name in structural steel is 
unequalcd. 

And it's people like Jorge 
w'ho iufep it that way. \ 

_Z K. 
/MCSJllil^ 
STEEL COiWPANY 

Home OfTtte and PUnl Jf^ 
PC, Box 1579. Houiion. 77001 SSf 
r7l3IM|.8ISI 
Planu in D«llas. Sin Antynio. Tulsa 

» rrlMttr Itt4v**rft C*m^»itr 

leiUcrs in Clarksville -many of whom 
are minority faniilici. that fiavc lived in the 
commitnily for generations—are forced 
to relocate. Although Tao/Ono has fo
cused primarily on vacant lots and new 
construction, the company did sa\ recent
ly that it could not rule out the possibility 
of buying some rental property to re
furbish and resell to homeowners. With 
that, (he Ctsrksville Community Devel
opment Corp. went to the barricades, 
protesting the company's development 
plans and charging Tao.-' Ono with 
"murder" 

Pauline Brown, director of the com
munity corporation, says "lives are at 
stake" in Ihc development of Clarksville. 
whether the approach is in keeping with 
the archiicciural styles of the neighbor-
hootl or not. "U you move those renters 
out of their homes." she says "they will 
have no place to go." Brown says many 
of the residents arc elderly on fixed in
comes who are renting houses and du
plexes for S50 to SI50 per month und 
simply can'i afford to turn around and 
buy their newly refurbished homes or the 
new houses that might replace them. (As 
far as blending new construction with 
the old. Brown says she has lived in 
Clarksville 50 years, all her life, and the 
tin roofs and loft bedrooms of Tao-'Ono's 
new houses seem as alien as iheir white, 
middle-income occupants, "I don't even 
know what a lofl is ") 

Viewing the displacement problem as 
an unavoidable evi! a: this point, Harker 
believes that it can be minimized with 
prudent and restrictive development, 
which he says is exactly what rao''Ono 
is Ir>-ing lo do. The ice has already been 
broken for the development of Clarks
ville with the city improvement project. 
Harker says, .so it is not really a matter 
of keeping developers out altogether but 
of keeping the wrong /:i>jii out. "The 
houses in Clarksville are mostly ab
sentee-owned, and the area's been slowly 
dcteriotaiing for the last 10 or 15 years. 
Now landlords are sitting on their prop
erties watching the values go higher and 
higher, waiting to sell them eventually, 
one way or another." 

Texas Firms Represented 
In New York Museum Exhibit 

Eight projects by five Texas archi
tectural firms were included in a photo
graphic exhibition entitled "Transforma
tions in Modern Architecture" Feb. 23-
April 24 at the Museum of MtwJem Art 
in New York City. 

Texas Architect 

Figure E.2. Tao Ono Article in "Texas Architect." Page 2. 
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